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ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO. FRIDAY EVENING, MARCH
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RAILROADS HAVE LEGISLATURE'S
A L NUMBER

ACCIDENTS

Tomorrow Afternoon Defense May be Showery For Some
Days But the Worst
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trial against until Wednesday
In the meantime Fitzgerald said
he would receive affidavits from the
defense in answers to the suggestion
by Jerome that Thaw is at the present
time In a condition of mental unsoundness which makes him Incapable
of advising his counsel or of understanding the proceedings against him.
Fitzgerald designated tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock as the time for
the defense to present Its affidavits
itt the clerk's office. It was staled todav that Jerome might have until
Mondav to make response to the
showing of the defense.
Hartridge, of Thaw's counsel, stated
todav that the affidavits to be pre
sented in Thaw's behalf would be
made by his attorneys and the several
alienists who have appeared for the
defense. The affidavits will merely
state that Thaw at the present time
is able to advise his counsel and fully
understands the proceedings against
him.
"That Is what the law requires us
to sav." said the attorney.
"It is not a question as to whether
he Is of unsound mind at all. The
only question at issue is whether or
not he understands the proceedings
against him. We claim we can produce overwhelming proof that he
We will submit documentary
does.
Thaw s own writing."
fVldence

Tampered

The

UNDERGROUND TELEGRAPH WIRES IS ENGLAND,
London, March 22. All recent
postmasters-gener- al
in Great Britain
have been enthusiastic supporters of
leiegraptl wires, the
uv.nergrfwlu
felegraph business here being in the
of the government, the post
' 'liands
The settld poloffice department.
whose
in
icy of the department,
hands the whole telegraph service of
the country is placed, is to proceed
steadily, as funds are available, with
the burying of the main trunk lines
throughout the country, and in the
course of the next few years it is
expected that all the large towns of
Kngland and Scotland will be thus
Telegraphic communicaconnected.
tion will then be secure from the
'
wildest gales and from partial in
terruptlons that are often annoying
and expensive. The repairs account
will, of course, be very largely re
duced, and great security will be giv
en to the service, by eliminating so
many chances of disturbance of the
wires and communication.
FORMER SENATOR BURTON WAS GOOD IN JAIL
Ironton, Mo., March 22. Former
Joseph
senator
R. Burton, who was
released from Jail today, goes with
Mrs. Burton directly to his home at
Abilene, Kansas. The six months
term was reduced thirty days for
good behavior. Burton was a model
prisoner.
-

The
interior valleys and which flooded
vast tracts of land, threatening several cities, have fallen rapidly and no
more damage from that source Is apprehended.
Telegraphic communication, which
for a time was Interrupted in every
direction, has been restored.
The weather bureau predicts clearing weather, although showers may
continue to fall for several days. The
railroad blockade has not yet been
lifted, but both the Southern Pacific
and the Santa Fe are making strenuous efforts to repair their lines, which
were damaged by washouts and land
slides.
Trains are being run over both the
Ogden and San Joaquin valley lines to
the east, though not on schedule time.
Traffic on the Shasta route cannot be
resumed for several days, and the
coast line to the south will be blockaded for two days more.
INTERSTATE Y. M. O. A.
ANNUAL CONVENTION.
Wilmington, N. C, March 22. The
fourth annual convention of the
Young Men's Christian Association of
North Carolina and South Carolina,
is in session here today, and will stay
until tomorrow. It is a notable gath
ering of men. Governor Glenn will
deliver an address tonight. Always
forceful and interesting
he speaks
with peculiar earnestness and enthus
young
men.
iasm on topics relating to
A. G. Knebel, former state secretary,
comes to this meeting after three
years of successful work among rail
road men, to conduct the men's meet
ing, and give a scries of addresses.
W. M. Arnold, the religious work di
rector of the Washington Y. M. C. A
has been selected to present
the
"Religious Work of a Twentieth Cen
tury Association."
He is a man of
very attractive personality, a fine
singer, attractive speaker and sue
cessful in his chosen vocation.
A
special conference will be held on
Friday morning for the presidents
or student Young Men s associations,
and on Saturday afternoon section
conference for students, and for all
those Interested in boys work.
NEW JERSEY LEGISLATURE
WILL ADJOURN TODAY.
Trenton,
N. - J., March 22. The
lawmakers of New jersey, tired of the
grind of legislation for day after day,
will
adjourn today, if possible.
Strenuous efforts have been made to
get troublesome matters out of the
way.
There has come up a strong
sentiment from the country
towns
against a long session, and the New
Jersey legislature will closely graze
the record this year for a short and
busy session. Some good laws have
been passed, and a new United States
senator has been elected.
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Knot Boat Pro Movement to Show Up Roads
Posed by Lewis Nixon.
With Watered

Thirty-Thre- e

Designer.

Stock.

New York.. March 22. Within 18
months there will start out from the
port of New York the first vessel ever
attempting to cross the Atlantic from
shore to shore in four days.
That this can be accomplished with
comparative ease is to be demonstrated by Lewis Nixon, the designer
and builder of the craft.
That the ship is to be one of war
and not peace was stated by Mr. Nix-at his office in this city early in
the week.
The first four-day- s
vessel Is to be of
the destroyer type, propelled by five
screws, each driven by an Internal
eonibustian engine of 30,900 horse
power In all. The indurance of the
lestroyr Is 3,000 miles at a speed of
30 knots, and her top notch speed is
to be 33 knots.
Carrying a heavier armament than
ever before Installed on a war vessel
of similar size, the destroyer
will
mount live inch rilled cannon, besides
an unusual number of torpedo tubes
and small rapid lire guns.
While Mr. Nixon for the present
keeps silent as to the nation for which
the destroyer Is to be built, it is not
unreasonable to suppose that the Russian go eminent for which he constructed a torpedo fleet, is at least interested.
"I said at the dinner the other
evening that before I stopped building
vessels, 1 wlbh to build one to cross
the Atlantic In four days or better,
iid i am going to do it," said Mr.
Nixon.
Compared with the Deutchlatid of
n
i lie Hamburg-Americaline, the fastest vessel to ever make the
trip, which has a record speed
of 23.36 knots an hour, the new four-da- y
boat will, be of less than
the displicement of the great
trans-At-l.uit-

ie

Washington, March 22. Instead of
a federal license for interstate corpor
ations unaer wmcn the government
may vise stock issues, the proposal
now being considered by the interstate commerce commission is to re
quire roads that are to be known as
"good roads" tu take out a national
franchise.
This Is to be one of the steps to be
taken to place the railroads under
complete regulation by the federal
government and lift them out of dual
regulation by the Btates through
which they pass.
It is regarded here us the biggest
proposal yet made to the country. It
may Involve an amendment to the
constitution which a very difficult
thing to bring about.
If it can be done without this the
railroads are expected to bow the
knee to the federal government before
the end of the next session of congress
in return for protection from tho
states and as an additional advantage
they will get a sort of "UIC" that their
securities are not watered.
A law requiring interstate railroads
to take out national franchises would
In the opinion of experts of the Interstate commerce commission make the
roads amenable and responsible to
such conditions as the federal government might impose, and would remove them from regulation by state
legislatures. This is the Idea prevailing at present among those most active in working out the details of the
plan and is the object aimed at by the
railroads.
Commissioner Clements believes it
will first be necessary to amend th.j
federal constitution.
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WAS RELEASED FROM
JAIL THIS MORNING
Will

t'M"

Publish a Paper to
flect His Ideas and
Prove Innocence.

"

STATE DEPARTMENT
TARDY
THE

Re-

v

IS

JUSTICE

TOLD OF NICARAGUA'S

COURTS

VICTORY

Murder of Whltely. Jan. 24. Allies Have Army of 6.000
Tried. Convicted and
but Are Defeated With Loss
Sentencedjjoday.
of 1000 Killed.

FISHPLATES KEMOVEI AND
KAILS WERE BENT INWARD.
Pittsburg, March 22. The Chicago
limited from New York to Chicago,
on the Pennsylvania railroad, while
going thirty-liv- e
miles per hour, was
wrecked today at Stewart, about
seventeen mites east of here. The
engine and the first five cars were derailed, but no one was hurt.
It is eald that there Is evidence that
the track had been tampered with.
Among the passengers on the train
was Tom L. Johnson, mayor of Cleveland.
Was IKillHTatcly Planned.
Investigation by the railway officials
showed. that the fishplates had been
removed, and the rail Joint bolts having been taken out, the rails had bent
Inward.
The train was derailed on a
strlght track and on one of the safest
stretches of the Pittsburg division. To
this no doubt was due the escape of
the passengers from injury.
The officials attribute the work of th
wreckers to either malice or an attempt to loot the train attd passengers.
NIPISSINO MINING

COM-

PANY ltUbHINU WORK.
TRIAL OF WESTERN FEDER-- '
PROBABLE MISTAKE ABOUT
New York, March 22. The directors of the Nlplsslng Mining company
FOR PURPOSE OF REVENGE
ATION MEN SET FOR MAY
SOME BROWNSVILLE GUNS have given orders that work shall
be pushed largely, and to that end,
at the meeting of the directors it
Ironton, Mo., March 22. Julius
London, March 22. Horace Georg
was
ordered that the men's quarters
Washington, March 22. The state
Burton, who until his conviction in Itaynor, who on January 24 shot and
be greatly enlarged at the mines so
received the following to- as
the federal court was United States killed William Whitley, "general pro- department
to accommodate 300 to 400 more
from the American consul at
senator from Kansas, was this morn- vider," of Westbourne, was tried to- day
Nicaragua: "This govern- men. This action was taken as the
ing released from Jail here, having day, convicted and sentenced to death. Managua,
company
contemplates materially inment reports that on March 18, the
completed his sentence for violation
army of 5,000 Salvadoreans and 1,000 creasing its operations In the spring.
of a federal etatute by appearing be- MOVER TRIAL SET FOR
Hondureans, commanded by General It is understood that other matters
fore a governmental department as
SOME TIME NEXT MAY. l'resa, Salvadorean, attacked the Nic- were considered, including the buildthe paid representative of an alleged
of a spur of the government railnear Namaslque, ing
Boise, March 22. At Caldwell yes- aragua!! vanguard
"get rich" company of St. Louis, The
road Into the mines, but nothing
Honduras.
The
battle
lasted
three
terday
argument
of
the
the
motion
for days, resulting in a complete rout of definite was done. There will be no
Burton sentence also included a fine
HAS NO IDEA OF LIVING

The charge under which
he was convicted debars him from
holding any office of trust or remuneration under the federal government.
The fine, which was not paid, will be
held over him as a civil judgment.
Upon leaving the Jail today Burton
Issued a signed statement, in which
he said: "The impression has gone
out that I propose to live for revenge.
This is a mistake. I have no such
purpose."
After declaring that he was innocent of the crime for which he had
suffered, he said that he proposed to
publish a paper, which would reflect
his ideas. His fight will be against
bad measures rather than against
men. He lias prepared a history of
his case :tnd it will appear In serial
form In his paper. He says the story
will not be sensational, but will be
truthful.
of $2,000.

a change of venue in the case of
Moyer, Haywood and Pettlbone, was
brought to a close by Attorney E. F.
Judge Wood announced
Itlchardson.
that 'he wished to look up authorities,
and would not render a decision until
Monday.
It was Informally agreed
that the case should be set for Home
time In May, at the discretion of the
court.

the Salvadoreans, who lost 1,000 killNicaragua has 20,000 troops at
the front and will commence Immediate attack on Choluteca and Tegucigalpa."
ed.

TWO GUNS HAI BEEN
ISSUER- TO TROOPS
Washington, March 22. Secretary
-

Taft today transmitted to the senate
committee on military affairs the reENTRIES CLOSE FOR THE
port of Brigadier General Crozler,
BROOKLYN HORSE SHOW. chief of ordinance, with reference to
Brooklyn, March 22. The entries the number of guns assigned to the
close tomorrow for the Brooklyn negro soldiers of companies B. C. and
horse show, which comes off at the D, of the Twenty-fift- h
Infantry, upon
clubhouse of the Riding and Driving the night of August 13 last, when
up.
was
club on the evenings of April 9, 10, Brownsville
shot
11 and 12.
It appears from the letter of CroThe show will be the
finest ever held In Brooklyn. The sier that upon the face of the lists of
guns, as forwarded by officers of the
prize list, containing
thirty-eigclasses for saddle horses, pole ponies, companies, there were certain errors
arising
probably from a mistake in
hunters and Jumpers, tandems,
and carriage horses and transcribing from property book of
QUESTION OF GREAT NAappointments. Tho directors have ad- thp companies.
The effect of this is to raise a doubt
TIONAL IMPORTANCE. vices of a large number of exhibitors
whether two of the guns, held by exPittsburg.
Pa., March
2. Tne and still larger numbers of spectapert
so
tors,
examination to have been used
that the attendance cannot In
question of most Importance considerthe affray, were In the arm attests
ed at the convention In this city by help being a record breaker.
of company B, under lock and key,
the American Roadmakers' associaand not Issued to the soldiers ns was
tion was the national reward bill that
Indicated by former report sent by the
will be Introduced in the next conof the ordinance departINDIAN
MEETS
DEATH committee
gress. The bill provides for the creament of the army.
tion of the United States highway de
partment, and a fund of 1100,000.000
ANNOUNC E NEW COURSE
to be used in the payment of national
AT NEW YORK UNIVERSITY.
BENEATH WHEELS OF
rewards for the construction of pubNew York. March 22. Dean John
lic roads, under government superson, of the School of Commerce, Ac
vision.
There is little doubt that the
counts and Finance, of the New York
bill, which will be Introduced by Repuniversity, announces a new course
resentative Charles K. Townsend, of
in
practical
salesmanship,
which
SWITCHJNGIHE
Michigan, will become the most Imopened last week. The sessions are
portant one of all nets for motormen.
field every Haturday t'venlnsr. and
The bill provides that payment, of
also every Thursday evening during
$500 be made by the government for
tne
April In the
each mile of gravel road built In Red Brothers Testify That His Newmonths or March andbuilding
on
York university
accordance with federal specifications;
Washington Square. The instruction
for each mile of gravel and stone
Was
Marcus
Name
Is
given
by
business men who have
road, $760; for each mile of macada
had years of successful business exmized road. $1.000,, The fund of
Montoya.
perience,
who are dally engaged
and
$100,000,000 is to be distributed at
In practically applying the principles
the rate of $10,000,000 a year. Nataught. The course is open to any
tional aid is asked for on the plea
Owing to a misunderstanding with one who can satisfy the officials of
that the government has extended im
mense sums for rivers and harbors, the witnesses, tliu coroner's Jury In- the school that they are competent
and It Is time that some money be quiring into the rju.se of the death to carry on the work.
spent on roads, as the government of Marcus Montoya, the Indian who
has expended elsewhere enough to was killed by a switch engine last THE MACK AY MEMORIAL
pay a thousand dollars a mile for all night, was unable to reach a verdict
CHURCH DEDICATED.
the roads In the Ignited States. All at its session this morning, and an
Rosolyn, L. I , March 22. The
Interests united In demanding that adjournment v.u-- j taken until 2:30 $50,000 church built us a memorial
to her mother,
the national government take a strong o'clock this afternoon.
Mrs. Ellen Travers
hand in helping the states build roads
The Jury met at the Borders un- Duer, by Mrs. Clarence Mackay was
dertaking
10
parlors at
that would enable the farmers to
o'clock und dedicated this afternoon by Bishop
draw produce more easily and econ- examined the remains, but no wit- Frederick K. Burgess, of the Long
omically to market,
and give the nesses were present to be examined. Island Episcopal diocese, who also
pleasure rider in an automobile an Little importance can be attached to conducted the exercises, which were
easier ride.
the verdict when it does come, how- simple. The vacancy occasio led by
ever, as It can be only death by ac- the resignation of the former rector,
Rev. Isaac Peck, was filled before the
cident.
BOXING AND WRESTLING
Three Indians who appeared before dedication, by the selection of Res--.
CARNIVAL AT SPOKANE.
Button.
Spokane, March 2 2. The pacific the Jury this morning gave the name N.
in boxing and of their fellow man as Marcus Moncoast championship
toya.
company
two
with
In
other In. RFC 'HON HELD IN HONOR
wrestling will be decided at the three
OF AMBASSADOR BRYCE.
nights' meeting, of which tonight Is dians, he was stealing a ride In from
New York, March
the second, the 20th being the first. San Domingo on the first section of
22.
Mr. and
The boxing and wrestling has been passenger train No. 1, which arrived Mrs. Joseph H. Choate, former ambefore the Spokane Amateur Athletic here at about 9:30 last night. Mon- bassador to Great Britain, entertained
club, and has been of a high quality, toya left the "blind" at the depot, .Ambassador Bryce, British ambassaand won merited applause. The tour- getting off on the oppositie side. Just dor to this country, with his wife.
ney was tendered by the Amateur as he left the coach and attinepted to Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Alexander
Athletic union. Clubs from all over cross the tracks, a switch engine will give them a reception at their
the country have sent representatives struck him, bore him down and when town house, on Monday afternoon.
to compete for champion trophies at his friends found him his body was a Ambassador Bryce and Mrs. Bryce
He carried a stopped over In New York for several
this meet. Medals will also be award- mangled mass of llesh.
ed to the various classes in boxing bag of pottery, and this also
w days en route to Canada, where they
and wrestling. The meet is one of crushed to pieces
will pay a lengthy visit. The Bryces
composing
the
the most important in the Pacific
coroner's are proving very popular In society,
The men
coast northwest.
The best material Jury are Frank Quler, Mr. Stern, John und are considered quite unconven
has coniH to It, und has done its Hart, Benjumin Boothe, Mayuard t tional receiving friends without much
best.
formality.
liuusul and a Mr. Llttleferd.
ht

four-in-han-
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Detroit, March 22. Two persons
were fatally Injured and nine others,
all girls, were more or less seriously
hurt, today, when a street car was
struck by a Michigan Central railway
The car had got past the gate
train.
at the crossing before the oncoming
train was sighted.
The view was obstructed and ths
engineer did not see the street car
until too late to stop his train.
The
engine struck the car In the mlddl9,
splitting It In two and hurling the
wreckage a distance of fifty feet.
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Pennsylvania Train Wrecked But Solid Seventeen Won AppropriaNo One Hurt-Tra- ck
Was
tions Bill and Party
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storm which has hung over California
jury was brought before Justice
In the supreme court today and has been broken and the conditions
greatly improved.
told that they need not attend the are everywhere
mornrivers, running through the great
Fits-gera-

PLEASANT

Train Runs Into Street Car Amity and Good Will Reigned
In Detroit Injuring
After the Stress of
Eleven.
Many Battles.

TELEGRAPH CONNECTION

AUTORNEYS WILL TESTIFY

ws

CLOSING

passing of dividends, the financial
condition being excellent, as there, Is
about $600,000 in the company's
treasury in cash.
LITTLE LEAKAGE FROM
WHITE HOUSE WALIiS.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, March 22, At a
luncheon at the white house, the
president sold:
"Mr. Ambassador
Bryce, allow me to present to you
my friend, Ben Danlll, of whoYn I am
proud."
"The president ain't no
prouder of me than I am of him," re.
plied Marshal Daniel.
"Always welcome, Delegate Andrews," were words overheard as the
delegate entered the executive ottlce.
NEW ARMORY FOR
TWENTY-SECOD REGIMENT.
New York, March 22. The armory
board at a meeting lust night voted
to build a new armory for the twenty-secon- d
regiment, engineers. The site
Is that at Fort Washington avenue
and 128th and 15luh streets. A
church is to be built close by. It
would cost $200,000 to repair the old
armory and as the laud Is worth
about $1,600,000 or $2, 000, 000, it
will probably be sold to
the city,
which will make money out of the
sale.
N

BRIBE GIVER WILL GO
TO SEE BRIBE TAKER.
New York, March 22. Patrick Calhoun, president of the United Railroads of San Francisco, said today
that he Intends to go to San Franclsc.i
in the near future, in view of the
situation in connection with the
charges against Abraham Ruef, in
which the United Railroads Is accused
of giving bribes.
BURTON'S
SENTENCE EXPIRES TODAY.
Abilene, Kans., March 22. Farmer Senator Burton, of Kansas, was
released today from the Ironton, Mo.,
Jail, where lie has been serving a six
months' sentence for practicing as an
attorney before the postofTlce department. The president would not relieve the
from his nun- citizenship, and he cannot therefore
hold otlice any more, nor exercise the
lights of a citizen in any way.
CALUMET & ARIZONA
MINING COMPANY MEETING.
Blsbee, Ariz., March 22. The an
nual meeting of the Calumet & Ari
zona Mining company will be held
April 8th. Transfer book close to
morrow, reopening March 25. The
old Anaconda Mining company, the
predecessor of the present compiiuv,
has petitioned
It
for dissolution.
was organized in 18 91.
WHITE DEMOCRATIC
PRIMARY HELD I TEA S.
Helton, Tex., March 22. A white
democratic primary is occupying the
mention or citizens todav. A mayor,
recorder and three aldermen aie to
be elected.
II
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Gratitude.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Santa Fe, N. M March 22. Th
thlrty-sevent- h
legislative assembly
finally adjourned late last night, the
Immortal seventeen standing together
unbroken In the house and the deadlock In the council still remaining.
In the house the hatchet was
among the members, even Mr. buried
Hudspeth, democrat leader, being called
to the stand before the gavel fell for
the last time.
The president of tho
council, Mr. Spless, Chief Clerk Martin, Speaker Baca and Chief Clerk
Staplan, of the house, were presented
with handsome uterllng dinner sets by
the respective members as tokens of
appreciation.
There were no fights over legislation, although nearly 100 bills were
acted upon between the two bodies
up until almost midnight.
The educational hi", robbed In the
council of the stringent educational
qualifications for county superintendents, passed the house and went to
the governor. It will become a law.
The governor signed a large percentage of minor bills, but held other
without his signature until the gavel
fell for the last time.
The present legislature will go down
In history not as had been predicted,
a set of grafters, tools and corrupt
politicians, but a a body which to tho
last minute of its being stood firm for
the rights of Ihe people.
That It did
not accomplish all that It Intended
was not due to the fault of the republican organization and of the republican members.
A number of good bills were passed
but ..there still remain on now useless
papen fully 100 measures which hsd
they been enacted, would have done
great good for the people at large.
Even the appropriation bill, knifed
as It was, does not answer the purpose which It should have subserved.
Had It not been for the Napoleonic
stand of the house there would have
been no appropriation.
,

STATES'

RIGHTS

ANY RAILROAD

OVER
BLOT-

TED OUT
Washington, .March 22. One of tha
most radical and far reaching movements in American politics has been
opened up in President Roosevelt's
latest addition to his railroad policy.
State governments so far as railroads are concerned are to be wiped
out.
State courts and legislatures.
It Is claimed by the administration,
have no Jurisdiction to regulate railroads.
That means that every act by every
state legislature, passed or being pasd.
ed this winter, or since last June. Is
unconstitutional and void.
It means1
that two-cefare laws, demurrage
laws, safety coupler laws and other
similar acts passed by the tate legislatures, are worth no more than the
paper on which t:iey are written.
These matters .uv I II to be hut ii .'d
to the supreme caiurt,
and before
Christmas it Is expected that the control by Hiute.s over railroads will be a
thing of the past.
And this refers to within state us
well as between state carriers.
The constitution gives to cougre-power over Interstate commerce. Up
to the passage of the rate law the fed-ergovernment had not assumed
full power over commerce between
the states. In the passage of that
act the federal government took full
authority over railroads, ft took authority over tratllc affairs, safety devices and terminals.
It took charge of local ami through
rates, and even of the movement of
trains.
Nothing remains for the
slHtes.
The president. In his opinion that
states have no control even over within state railroads, is liaekeil ui by un
opinion by Chief Justice Marshall in
the case of Ogden vs. Gibbons, in
which that great Jurist held that u
steamship plying between New York
and Albany was engaged in Interstate commerce, although it did not
go outside of local state waters.
.V
Here Is the gi.-- t of the matter:
state government cannot control absolutely the conuneree within its own
geographic borders without hampering the control of Interstate commerce. So on all matters of control
on which the federal
government
speaks It must be supreme. Having
spoken In the late law on practically
all points, the slate legislatures have
no rights left.
These are the questions which tho
railroad presidents want to discuss
with
President
Roosevelt.
Their
opinions are more or less divided, bu'-- ,
for the most part, they are disposed
to take the federal end of the dilemma, ll is a ease of accepting one
rather than forty. sU.
Jeil
It Is not to be expected that stat i
politicians
and governments
will
quietly submit to being stripped of
their power over common carriers.
The old
cry of stut.
rights is certain to b raised.
nt
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DIES VERY SUDDENLY.
Willi each other on a iue.-tn-n
to be.
San Fiancisi-oMarch 22. Mrs.
selected by Vale for teams of Yule Fred llelusio. wife o' the senior partand Princeton to
at Yale to ner of the Alcuzur theater, known mi
night also. Harvard has the iliilil the stage as Juliet Cro.-I.died sudto choose which side it will take. denly at 2 o'clock this morning,
and
t
The teams' look like a very lively
an hour lal- -r M. L. Mayer, Belasco'a
of young men,
partner, died of shock.
Princeton.
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ILBUQUEEQUE

racn two.
e
tures dear to the heart of the
goer, are not forgotten
EVENING CITIZEN or laidcircus
aside. This circus will not do
much in the big thriller but has n
tatty Ml Weekly iy
full program of the best of feats, and
of the performers Is of a
Tb Citizen Publishing Company elegance
remarkable degree In every act. The
managers believe the public has been
tjssnssa
i
1 i tm
UWot the satisfied by the extraordinary performances and that a circus along
the old lines will now appeal to the
public taste, and has kept this
thought uppermost In mind In preparing the program for .this season.
There Is not an entire absence of big
features, but those to be submitted
will not be of an unpleasantly grew-som- e
character. The "Dip of Death"
OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
given, and another thriller
will
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE will be
be announced later, but It Is
promised that It will be along new
and original lines, without a suggea
tton of repulslveness that has mark
ed thrillers that have gone before.
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ORDERS AFFECTINO
Ll'MHEU l.V TEXAS.
Austin. Tex., March 22. The railroad commission has Issued the following order: When the lumber and
articles taking the same rates is
loaded in open cars and transported
between points in Texas, allowance
will be made for weight of stakes
a follows: For six stakes,
300
pounds; eight stakes, 350 pounds;
ten stakes, 400 pounds; twelve stakes
4S0 pounds;
stakes, Boo
fourteen
YoiThds; sixteen stakes, 550 pounds.
An allowance of not to exceed 500
pounds will be made on carloads
loaded on open cars when rained on
within twenty-fou- r
hours prior to
weighing Hallway agent wil use
his Judgment in making proper and
reasonable
allowance not to exceed
above maximum. The maximum allowance provided for above weight
af stakes and for wet will be
from the net scale weights,
which must be stamped on billing
aad notation made on billing for
what account of allowance is made,
shipments to be billed at the net
weight after deducting allowances as
above. This oruer takes effect today.

A

NI'XDAY SCHOOL KTATK
ON VENTION AT DYLI.AS.
111 tad, Texas, March 22. The Sunday school convention, which was
convened in this city todav is the
largest that has ever assembled hi
the state. It will remain In session
until the 25th, and every moment
of the time will be profitably em
ployed. The whole state was thoroughly aroused by this convention,
and men and women have come to
attend it that have never attended
auy previous convention.
Speaker
f prominence noted for their expert
knowledge on Sunday school matters, are here and will deliver many
addresses on different topics and different phases of those topics: Marlon
Lawrence, of international fame us
a Sunday school worker: Dr. H.
and Mrs. Hamlil, the national workers of the Methodist
church tuiuth. K.
Kxi ell. the leader of convention music, and others,

DDE

TO GEN. HUGH

CAMERON

II-

Hugh Cameron,
Dear Sir: The proverb ihat republics are ungrateful to those who have
rendered them service applies not so
much, I think, to the existence of
gratitude as to the expression of It.
There Is no recognized method by
which the people can voice such a
feeling. It may be said that It can
be done through the Ballot but popular desire Is so often barred
from
expression by those who make a business of politics for selfish purposes
that election to office Is by no means
a sure indication of the will of the
people.
Your pilgrimage from your home
In Kansas to our city to pay your
respects to our distinguished citizen,
Hon. E. (1. Ross, formerly a senator
of the United States from Kansas,
and later, governor of this territory,
undertaken at an age to which few
attain, but which has not overcome
your vigor of body or mind has afforded, as you Intended it should, to
the people of the country and especially of Kansas and New Mexico,
a welcome opportunity
to express
through the press and otherwise,
their appreciation of the service Senator Ross rendered, when, In 1868,
he disregarded party considerations
and voted against the impeachment
of President Johnson.
His single
vote, If cast the other way, would
have turned the scale for Impeachment. But at a time when so many
among the ablest and most patriotic
men whom our country has produced
could not rise above the passslons
engendered by the bloody crisis from
which the nation was then emerging.
and sink the partisan In the Judge,
as they were In duty bound to do
while sitting as senators for the trial
of the president,
he retained the
clearness of vision which enabled him
to see beyond the immediate occasion and cast a vote which was potent
In saving our country from what It
Is now almost or quite universally
conceded would have been a treat
calamity the removal of a president
irom omce ny tne party pollticallv
opposed to him, on political grounds.
it is indeed fortunRte that the warm
and general expression of approval of
his course has, through your action,
come in the lifetime of
Ross, and in congratulating you both
on the result, I add the wish that the
memory of this episode, most inter
esting for you both, may long gladden the sunset of your lives already
so greatly prolonged.
Yours truly,
IRA A. ABBOTT.
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BURNED BRIDGE AT
TRINIDAD

The following articles of Incornora
tlon have been filed In the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Ravnolds
The Roswell Cement and Plaster
company. Principal place of business
at iioswwell, Chaves county. Territorial agent, O. A. Richardson,
at
Roswell.
Capital stock $1,000,000,
divided Into one million shares of the
par value of $1 each. Object, manu- iacture of cement and plaster. Duration, fifty years. Incorporators. F. W.
Wilsey, of Chicago: F. C. Smith, of
rarweu. Texas; D. o. Hall, A. Lawrence, A. L. W. Wilson, and a. A.
Richardson, allof Roswell.
Hopplng-Robertso- n
Mercantile Co
Principal place of business at Texlco,
Roosevelt county. Territorial agent,
C C. Marshal, at Texlco. Capital stock
$2"., 000, divided into two hundred and
fifty shares of the par value of $100
each. Object, general mercantile busl
niss. Duration, lifly years. Incorporators, R. C. Hopping, Mart Robertson,
Harry R. Neal and Clyde Robertson,
an or Mexico; o. W. Landers and Hen
ry (inborn, of Uranbury, Texas, and R
B. Thompson of Farwell. Texas.
Cimarron Improvement company.
i rmcipai place of business at Cimarron, Colfax county. Territorial neent
H. R. Trlebel, nt Cimarron. Capital
stock $100,000, divided into one thousand shares of tho par value of $100
eacn. voject real estate business and
other enterprises.
Duration, fifty
years, incorporators, S. E. Pelphrey,
Frederic Whitney, Norman Wilkins,
and Charles Springer, nil of Cimarron.
Aetna Exploration company. Principal place of business at Artesla, Eddy county. Territorial agent, H. E.
Mull, at Artesla. Capital stock, $10,-00divided Into ten thousand shares
of the par value of $1 each. Object,
prospecting
and mining. Duration
fifty years. Incorporators H. H. Burt,
C. O. Eckles, and H. E. Mull, all of
Artesla.
Hlllsboro Consolidated Mines. Principal place of business in New Mexico
at Hlllsboro, Sierra countv. Territorial agent. O. A. (iould, at Hlllsboro.
Capital stock, $3,000,000, divided Into
three million shares of the par value
of $1 each. Object, mining. Duration,
fifty years. The company was Incorporated In Arizona and filed amended
articles to comply with the laws of
New Mexico.
Amendment to Article or Incorporation.
A certificate has been filed in the
office of Territorial Secretary J. W.
Raynolds by the Utah Construction
company, a corporation organized bv
virtue of the laws of Utah, designating Elmer E. Studley as the territorial
agent, and Raton. Colfax county, as
the principal place of business in

Patten, Me., March 21. Live frogs
have now and then been found by coal
miners burled In pockets where they
are supposed to have been bottled up
a thousand years and more, but It remained for Henry S. Brlce, a farmer
of this town, to discover one of the
croakers In a bedpost where he had
lain dormant for almost a century.
Mr. Urice decided last week to chop
up into firewood an old bed of maple
that had been lying around In his attic
since he Inherited the house from his
father nearly fifty years ago. The bed
was hand made, having been built for
his parents at the time of their marriage, and was known to be between
ninety and one hundred years of age.
Long, ago It outlived Its usefulness,
but the owner disliked to part with It
for sentimental reasons.
When Mr. Brlce got to one of the
head posts he .found it so full of knots
that It would not split readily, so he
sawed It In halves. When he struck
the center of the post near the foot
he found it hollow and gave It a blow
with an axe. As the post fell apart
out rolled a frog almost white In
color. It was of the ordinary bull variety, but smaller thun common. As
soon as it struck the shed floor It
slowly gathered its legs under it. sat
up, blinked and looked around. Then
it took a trial hop, ganed and rolled
on its side. Small bits of red meat
were given it and it soon became as
lively as any frog.
According to Mr. Brlce the frog
must have got into the leg while the
bed was being made for there was a
plug in the bottom of the post that
had not been removed since then.
Found at Last.
J. A. Harmon, of Llzemore. West
says:
Va..
"At last I have found the
perfect pill that never disappoints
me; and for the benefit of oth'-rtyphoid
afflicted with
liver and
chronic constipation, will say: take
i.r. jings Mew Life Fills." Guar
anteed satisfactory.
25c at all
s

tnn ti

Hough Loudon of La
county; Atancla Roibal. of
San Miguel county.

TRAINS
Bridge N'o. 26, on the Santa Fe
railroad, located one mile west of
Ayer, Colo., and 65 miles northeast
of Trinidad, was destroyed bv fire
at 715 o'clock Tuesday night, says the
J nniuau Advertiser.
The culvert was
28 feet In length and 21 feet high. Although an Insignificant Incident In it
self, the trouble and delay It caused
proved most annoying to the local officials of the system and such part of
the traveling public as was abroad on
the line at the time.
Eastbound passenger trains No. 10
and first No. 2 were held at Trinidad until a very late hour, and traffic
was tied up in general.
hupt. Kurn was in Raton at the
time, and passed through here on
special No. 0165 for the scene of the
accident at 10:15 p. m. Tho Trinidad
and I.a Junta wrecking outfits, the
latter known as Arkansas River division B. & B., left their respective
stations for the scene of the
blockade
at :40 p. m., and both ' together, It
was thought, would be able to crib
the gap not later than 3 o'clock Wed
nesday morning, so that the fast mail
trains might pass through in both directions.
No wrecks occurred as a result of
the disaster, and the property loss will
not exceed $1,000,
Denver, Colo., March 19. 1907.
Sealed proposals in triplicate will be
received here until 11 o'clock a. m..
March 29, 1907. and then opened for
the purchase from the United States
of standing timber on the Fort Win-gatNew Mexico, Military Reserva
tion, approximately estimated at
board feet.
The timber tJ
be removed under substantially the
regulations governing similar sales by
the Department of Agriculture.
Complete, information and blank
bids will be furnished on application
to the undersigned or to quarterma&-ter- ,
Fort Wingate. U. S. reserves the
right to accept or reject any or all
bids or any part thereof.
Envelopes
containing bids to be marked "Pro
posals for Timber on Fort Wingate,
N. M , Reservation,"
and addressed,
Col. C. A. H. McCauley. C. Q. M.
e,
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SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth

Mold Filling
Gold Crowns

$1.50 up

Painless Extracting

50c

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR'

ANTEED.

ROOM

B. F. COPP,
12, N. T. ARMIJO BLDO.

RUSTIC RELICS
OF DIM PAST
Old Arizona Mission Building
Stands Like Whiled

Sepulchre.

.

POR TERFJELD CO.

i.

'

ne

6-- 8,

TUCSON

RIVALS

SANTA

FE

In the fertile valley of the Santa
nine miles distant from Tucson,
where nature is robed in green
throughout the year, stands the mission of San Xavier del Bac, like a
gleaming sepulchre in the sunlight
with the mountains and greensward
for a background.
This Indian mission and school, erected by tho padres
centuries ago, where the Papago Indians from time immemorial
have
gone to worship, pray and be taught
the rule of three, is In charge of Sister
M. Aqulna, who welcomes the visitor
and Issues the permit necessary to
nave me warden admit them to the
old church.
Despite the fact that the exterior
of this old Spanish landmark is kept
modern by' frequent coats of whitewash, which It is undergoing at the
present time, and a carriage and other
twentieth century paraphernalia that
were not part of the scene In the days
gone by, are In evidence, the Interior
of the old church has not changed
and until it crumbles into dust it will
stand as a "monument to the devotion
and piety of the padres of the early
days. The whitewash brush to the
student and lover of nature and the
antique seems to rob the old church
building of its relations with the past,
still this Is considered necessary to
those In charge In order to preserve
the building.
Tucson being a rival of both St.
Augustine, Fla., and Santa Fe. New
Mexico, for the honor of being the
oldest city In the United States, has
only to point to this monument of the
past to satisfy the tourist who has
visited both San Augustine and Santa
Fe, that Its claims are well founded.
Whether the padres settled Tucson or
Santa Fe first, the San Miguel church
at Santa Fe and the San Xavier del
Bac mission, nine miles distant from
Tucson, are sufficient evidence that
the padres lived and worshipped and
DEVOES READY PAINT
died in this western country many One Gallon Covers
600 Sqnare Feet.
years In advance of the twentieth cenPALMETTO ROOF PAINT
tury civilization of these regions.
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Years.

L

"Willi the largest lamb crop ever
known in the history of northern Ari
zona and good prices for mutton, the
sheepmen look forward to one of the
niOHt prosperous years to
the wool
growers ever known In Arizona," said
L.
ltU'hanl.i, ono of the champion
sheep shearers of the coast, who has
men at the Peoria camp.
prices offered for wool," he
"The
declared, "are less than lust year, but
I believe this is due, to a great
ex
tent to ail agreement which appears
to exist among the representatives of
the large wool buyers of the east now
In the territory. The highest price of-- f
understand, was 17
red in Peoria.
cents, and tills was submitted in a
sealed bid to a large wool grower,
who refused it, preferring to ship his
stock to the eastern market thun dispose of It at sui h a low figure.
over tiS.UUO sheen were sheared at
I'coria." he continued, "and I believe
that the number sheared at the different camps in the valley is far in excess of any previous year."
Mr. itichards and his partner, Ben
Hawkins? have gone to Cordes, in
Yavapai county, to prepare for the
shearing of large flocks which are be
ing gradually worked north over the
ranges. He staled that feed on the
desert and mesa ranges was never
known to be belter at this season of
Ihe year, and there uppeared to be an
entire absence of any disease in the
Hocks. Arizona Oazette.
Subscribe for The CltUcn and get
the news.

1
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Electrical engineers have laTely begun to pay special attention to the
proper methods of producing illuml-nutioindependent of the question of
the quantity of light.
At a recent
meeting of the Illuminating Engineer,
lug society in New York, Prof. C. P.
Xtelnnietz prexented many interesting
facts and considerations
resulting
from expert tudy of this subject. Tha
adaptation of the color of the light to
special conditions Is very important,
in a shop yellow light is better because the dark walls reflect it; In a
park grecnih light is preferable, the
reltectlng surfaces being green. Where
light is needed for the close inspection
of objects, given seems best because
It makes defects more apparent.
The
eye sees by color, and where color ef- ARE WOOL BUYERS
fects aje well marked on Illuminated
may lie
surfaces the illumination
made more uniform.
A
PILES CUBED IX 6 TO 14 DAY'S.
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed
to cure any case of Itching, Blind, SPKlXi CLIP IS imiXOIXfi ONLY
Bleeding or Protudlng Piles In ( to
!EVE.TEEX CENTS IX
14 days or money refunded.
AK1ZOXA.
60c.

w

kit to liylii: Mtl.inii, (julck,

MONEY to LOAN

m

1

In France Monsieur Hardy has In
vented an application of the microp
phone to detect
In mines.
This is Us principle: If sound-wavIrom two pipes of equal pitch impinge
on microphones connected in series
with a telephone, a clear note Is
heard; but If one of the pipes emits a
slightly different note, beats will be
heard in the telephone.
Here Is the
application: One pipe is placed In
the mine, the other above ground, and
they are blown simultaneously.
if
the air in the mine Is charged with
It will produce a different
note from that produced by clear air,
owing to the difference of density, and
In consequence, a Berles of beats in
the telephone gives warning of the
presence of
The same apparatus is very sensitive to the presence of coal gas.

ILLUMtNATINGAS

LOANS.

Furniture,
Pianos, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chatteh
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low aa
and as high aa $200. Loans ara
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year gfven.
Goods remain tn your
possession.
Our rates ara reasonable. Call aa4
intra.
see
us
borrowing.
before
WANTED
Uentieman-- s
second
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
hand clothing. No. IIS South First Steamship
tickets to and from all
street, south of viaduct. Send ad
'
parts ot the world.
dress and will call. R. J. Sweoney,
I
Rooms I and 4, Grant Bldg.
proprietor.
Sit West Railroad Ara.
' j
private
FOR KENT.
Open Evenings.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms ami
tents. 418 soutn Broadway,
FOR RENT A six room two-stor-y
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and TUeras avenue. Inquire
at Champion Grocery, 624 West Tl
Jeraw avenue.
FOR RENT Five-roohouse in
good repair, corner of Railroad
We have about $3,000 to loan la
avenue and Hill street. Low rent
; $1,00 or less on renl ofttn'te
sunn
to a permanent tenant. Inquire of
socui Hy ii 8 per cent. HJ. F. Luthy,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
zi.vu per week and up; also nice
rooms for light housekeeping 1.00
per week and up, furnished with
stove and cooking utensils
and
dishes. The MinneaDolls House.
624 South Second street, Albuquer
que,
M.
1 OH SALE,.
216 West Gold Ave.
FOR SALE Agood big cow, will be
See
George
freshsoon.
K. Neher.
FOR SALE At a unliw
lr,o
good
writer;
as new; must be sold PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
cann
only.
ior
Address Hardup,
care Citizen office.
FOR SALE I have a car of fine two.
LAWYERS.
Inch maple and elm trees coming.
Ira SL Bond.
Will have a few extra ones. M. 1.
Stamm, Terrace Addition.
ATTORNEY AT LAW
l vat
FOR SALH: At the "Variety"
you N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions!
win nnu nne nome made bread, 6c land patents,
copyrights,
caveats,
a loaf; doughnuts,
pies baked ener patents, trade marks, claim,
beans, soup and other good things
it. w n u..o
strictly home made. Phone 710.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 'iih..m,...
jura, uowns, bits south Arno St,
que, N. M. Office,
First National
FOR
SALE
The Claude cilrarrl
property on Mountain road, first Bank building.
house west of acequia, near SixE. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEV
teenth street. Inquire on premises
AT t.ato
si...
or at 300 North Proadway.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR
EXCHANGE A beach lot
DENTISTS.
fronting on two streets, near Long
R. J. E. KRAFT,
Beach and Naples for a good Albuquerque lot.
Address W. M.
Dental Surgeon.
Oilman, 506 West Railroad avenue.
Rooms 2 and 1
v,..iu,
over O'Rlelly's drug store. Phena'
LOST.
No. 744. Appointments made by mall.
LOST About a month ago, on Cop
Edmund J. Alger, D. . 8.
per avenue, Detween xwelfth and
No. 80S Rallrnarl
Sixth streets, one long black glove.
hours, 9 a. m to 12:S0 p. m.; 1:1$
Return to Citizen' office.
p. m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. ApFOU..D.
FOUND Eastern Star pin.
Owner pointments made by mail.
may have same by calling at this
"
W. M. KHRRiniv m t
office and paying for this notice.
HomeopaUilo Physician and Surgeon.
Saved Her Son's Lire.
Occidental Life Building. Tele-phoThe hannleat mother tn the lllflo
886. Albuquerque, N. If.
town of Ava, Mo., is Mrs. S. Ruppee.
DR. R. T, iiitst
ono writes: "une year ago my aon
Office,
Ji. T. Annijo Bldg.
Was down With such urlnm Inns
Tuberculosis treated with High
trouble that our physician was un- flbla to beln him whan h, m, Frequency Electrical
Current and
druggist's advice I began giving him Germicide. Treatments given each
n.mg
s
ew
an
uiscovjry,
ir. noticed improvement. I
soon
this treatment nn Tor a taw tm
when he was perfectly well. He
womea Bteaatiy since at carpt
work. Dr. King's New Disoe
saved his life" nngmnl.
cough and eold cure by all det
duc ana fi.uu. Trial bottle free.
THE LEGGETT & PLATT KPT!
BEST ON EARTH, ONLY $5, Gl
ANTEED TEX YEARS. FUTRE
nHMrilllE CO.,o SOLE AGENTS. Both phones.
Tetter, Salt Rlicum and Eczema.
CIVIL ENGINEER
These are diseases for which
Chamberlain's
Salve Is especially
J. R. Farwell.
valuable. It quickly allays the itchRoom 23. N. T. Armijo building.
ing and smarting and soon effects
cure. Price, 25 cents. For sale by
NOTARY PUBLIC.
all druggists.
o
Thos. K. D. Maddtson.
Get the nlnk t'ekets to "Mrs. Bus
Office with W. B, Chllders,
117
by's Pink Tea" and "Turn Him Out."
west ooid avenue.
Casino tonight, 25c.
HAIR DRESSER AJTD CHIROPO.
DIST.
lOtutmeiifBill cure Blind
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlom, No.
.
iPllna ll K,nrl..t,.
slluys the lulling at once,
acta 209 West Railroad avenue, is pre.... I .... .
wll,,m
Itfl A
pared to give thorough scalp treatlief. Dr. VViliiaius'lndlanl'ileOInt'
,. .
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
....
... .1. nM,n,.A.l ... , .l
mnnl
jica.
Ing of Ihe private purls. Kve.-- Blfu
nails. She
,. box is- bunions and ingrowing
i?K,nn,.,l
. II .. utUKKintn, k
"
T9Ofl
gives massage treatment and mani"J ftnd fl.OW.,,j until
rrlpt of price. Mt ceols
Ulil I I1MC
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparaM"NIIFTURINB ft.. Prop. vf velaTrt.fTO
run BAL1C BIB, VANN BON. tion of complexion cream builds up,,
the skin and Improves the complex-Ionand Is guaranteed not to be InW. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
jurious. She also prepares a halt
tonlo that cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restore!
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
life to dead hair; removes moles,
TRANSFER STABLES.
warts and superfluous hair. Also a
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex- face powder, a freckle cure and pimple cure and pile cure. All of these
changed.
preparations
are purely vegetable
TT
BEST TOURNOTJTS IN THE
compounas.
nave just added a vl
Second Street, between Railroad and Draior macnine
ror treatment of
Copper Avenue.
scalp, face and cure nf wHnVio. It
Is also used for rheumatism, pains
and massage.

Thos. F. Keleher
JAP-A-LA-

C.

408 Wttt Railroad Avanoa

Elks' Opera House
Monday and Tuesday

March 25 and 26

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Of- ,
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Hans Hanson
lie is

Coming

Be Prepared For Him

cits

on n.ilc ;it

lure Saturday,

Mats. m's
March iHrd.

book

The Hans ilunxm

x't
IIIS

company

c nlcrtuincr-i- , mid is
coinKiny Unit Mill appear

M'HMIH,

Prices

are
I lie
here

. . 50c, 75c, $1.00

R. OTERO.

Register,

will be a regular meeting of

Worked Like a Cluirin.

Mr. D. N. Walker, editor of that
spicy journal, the Enterprise, Louisa,
Va., says: ' I ran a nail In my foot

ast week and at once applied Buck-len- 's
Arnica jjalve. No Inflammation
followed; the salve simply healed the
wound." Heals every gore, burn and
skin disease. 'luaranteed
at all
dealers. 25c.

R

EDUCED
AILWAY
ATES

TO ALL
lli-clus- ti

W

Feb. 28, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Vicente
Herrera, of Chllill, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof in support
his
claim, viz: Homestead Entry of
No.
made December 31, 1901, for
the the 8EU SW!4 and lot 6, Sec. 8.
and NEVi NW14 and lots 1 and 2.
fc.ee. 7, Township 8 N, Range 7
and thnt said proof will be made be-E.
fore H. W. S. Otero. U. 8. Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M . on
April 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco Garcia, Lus Martin,
an'l Ignacio Herrera, all of
lnlill, X. M.
MANUEL

1

9 fr

tu.
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ItMCM'M AM
OPEN AT MADISON SOI Altl).
St-York,
March 2.' This
to the alm.in.n,
NolMKly has believed it until the cirme, and that happened today
rus
when the largest ever, liarnum and
itailey's opened this afternoon
at
Munition Square Oarden.
The circus
liMik possession of the huge gulden
today and after lh
animals were
tor-away in the basement the
arena was given
over
to
the hundreds
.
i
mei-Hf
There are a great
many new features, but (he old fc.a- -

PHARMACY

Pecos

TO

DETECT

PROPERTY

MONEY TO

San Xavier Del Bac. Near Tucson
Is Being Carefully Preserved
Cueva, Mora
as a Valuable Relic.

THE SAN FRANCISCO BASEBALL SQUAD

I

The HIGHLAND

Notaries Public AnimlnUiI.
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Governor Hager- -

DELAYS

PERSONAL

omcsa

New Mexico.

NEW

IT

.)..IJM

:.(..

always
Don't
how
think
cheap you can get them.
Think instead, where you can
get the freshest, the purest
and strongest and come where
you tan always get them. We
have only one quality the
BEST ALWAYS.
.And our
prices are always the lowest,
quality considered.

0,

;

WANTED.
WANTED A dining room girl at Co- lumbus hotel.
WANTED Messenger boys.
Wet
era Union Telegraph office.
WANTED More work lor a flrst-clahand laundry. Lace curtains a
specialty. Satisfaction guaranteed.
u
west Tijeras avenue. (Colored.)
WANTED Girl for general house
worsj.
iNorth Walter street.
FOR RENT Four-roohouse. Ill
south Edith street Call (23 North
ss

.

--

DRUGS

-

Roswell Gets One. Texlco One.
Cimarron One. Artesla One
and Hlllsboro One.

Oen.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

When You Need

PORATED

Albuquerque
Jurist Commends Task Which Aged
Envoy Has Assumed.

FROG

CENTURY-OL- D

HOPS FROM DOLE

MKKT TO PREVENT ACCIDENTS ON THE COAST.
New York, March S. The New
1'ork City board of trade and transportation la holding a conference with
a large number of citizens It has invited to be present, for the purpose
of considering such changes in the
roles aad regulations for the superas may be
vision of navigation
thought necessary to prevent accidents along the coast. The board
said in Its invitations: "Conditions
which have prevailed In this district,
under the revised rules and regulations for the supervision of navigation in these and continuous waters,
have not resulted to the satisfaction
of those upon whom the responsibility rests of conserving the interests
f the public. Catastrophes which
have occurred within the past two
years, culminating In the collision of
the steamer Iarchmont and the
arhooner Harry Knowlton, with the
loss of upward of eighty lives, have
demonstrated that there Is a necessity of additional safeguards and of
amplifying the scope and authority of
the governmental Inspection."'

ABBOTT FIVE COMPANIES

I'AMOCS WOMAN

FRONT.
New York, March 21. Miss Joale
De Mott, the only womaa who has
turned a complete back somersault
on a funning horse and lived Js
ready for her return to New York
today. Out at her home In Hem-steaI.. I., there Is a barn Inside
of which there Is space and warmth,
and incidentally a circus ring Just
such a circus ring as one Is wont to
see in Madison Square Garden. The
ft.pmstead 'rlng barn," s 0rcua'
parlance has It, Is owned by Miss De
Mott.
It is there she winters her
private stock, and it Is there she
Dangerous Pastime !s Intro- keeps
In constant practice
for the
summer seasons with the show. Out
duced From Norway as
In the ring barn In Hemstead, while
the snow was swirling around tho
.
Latest Circus Thriller.
corner and under the eaves, Josle
De Mott is pirouetting and somersaulting on her horse on tne Inside
New rork, March 22. Ski Jump- rendering herself more and more
ing will be one of the features of the perfect In her part.
utrcus program.
In the French
"fieche rumalne" act Introduced Into VISIT OF THE TWO
KINGS AT LISBON
the United States by liarnum and
Berlin, March 22. Dreadon court
Jtalley several years ago, a man rode
bicycle down a steep Incline, gath- gossip is busy analyzing the underto sail lying motives of the visit of King
ered sufficient momentum
forty feet through the fair, 'and after Frederick Augustus of Saxony to
landing on a second Incline, sped King Charles at Lisbon. According
safely to the ground. In this sea- to unusually well Informed author!
son's thriller, Instead of riding a ties, a royal matchmaking scheme is
wheel, the performer makes his flight In progress, the prospective parties
ski. This to which are the Portuguese Crown
mounted upon an eight-foLouis Philippe, Duke of
is an adaption of the Scandinavian Prince who
reaches thirty today, the
winter sport of ski Jumping. Norway and Sweden have many clubs of 21st of March, and Princess Augusta
will be 17 years old
Victoria,
who
nam of aliiMwt rrvless daring who have
won laurels In this pastime. The an- on August 19. and who is the oldest
nual meet of the ski club on Mount daughter of Prince William of Hohen- Halmekellen, ten miles from Chris- zellern. The Saxon papers do not al
tiana, Norway, attracts visitors from lude to the kaiser s hand In the plan,
11 parts of Europe,
and has many but the projected alliance Is certain
features that Interest lovers of sport ly regarded as h offsetting Jn some
marriage.
tue world over. Starting from the sense the
highest point of the mountain, the
contestants, mounted on skis, slide MEDICAIi MUX MKKT
over the snow crust down the steep
IN
SESSION.
Omaha, Neb., March
22.
declivities, dashing headlong at the
The
chasms, and when Injury or death Medical Society of the Missouri ValIs
ley
holding
rising
in the air and
imminent,
its nineteenth semiailtng over the abyss. Some of these annual session In this city. The sescrevasses are from twenty to one sions will continue for two days.
.hundred feet in width, and cause The oration on medicine will be given
snany a tragedy It Is this sport that by Dr. Robert T. Sloan, of Kansas
will be Illustrated in Its sensation City, and that on surgery by ilex.
alixm during the liarnum and Bailey Hugh Ferguson, of Chjcago.v, The
engagements. The mountain Bide Missouri Valley has turned out largerun ly, and interest In the proceedings
will be represented by a
way. The chasm is simulated by a was marked, many visiting spectataping opening between the runway tors filling the room.
sind a landing cushion. Captain Carl
Howelson. the performer who holds ASK PERMISSION TO BCILD
seventy championship cups and med
NEW ELECTRIC) ROAD.
take his
als for ski jumping,-wi- ll
New York, March 22. The state
woaition on a small platform at the railroad commissioners are In sesupper end of the runway, sixty feet sion at Baggs' hotel, Utlca, today to
In the air. At the signal he darts hear an application of the Oneida-Rom- e
down the declivity, strikes an up
Railway company for permisward curve, goes sailing through the sion to build an electric railway from
air and lands fairly upon his skis Rome to Oneida. Oneida residents
from forty to sixty feet away. It Is are anxious to see this road built
aid that no circus thriller of recent during
present summer. The
years has been so effective In stirring rights of the
way have been obtained.
the crowds.

GIVES

JUDGE

S3, 1W7.

POINTS

R. It. Ticket Bought and .sold.

Moore's Ticket Office
113 West
Railroad Avenue.
only member of American Ticket Brokers' Association in Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence
solicited.

EVSNIKQ CITIZEN.

UfeUQUEItQTJE

rniDAir march aa, i07.

THEIR ALL IS GONE BUT HUNGER; THIRTY MILLION!

DEGENERACY AS

RUSSIAN PEASANTS AWAIT DEATH BY STARVATION

SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER.

Our Prices

RHEUMATISM

SEEN IN LOVE

It's hard to

Scientific Theory That Mons

ters

In Bloody Crime Are

Reversions.

.

1'

?

m

tEK

IP

AS

5 if b.

'

j

Commercial Printing

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

one':

fir-r-

1

j

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Face
and Latest Stylet of Papers, We Can Please You

and growing school of
A lurae
sociologists and penologists believe
that crime Is a disease and matasyin
the future the surgeon's knife,
turns, and medicinal
remedies will
displace the gallows, the electric
However
chair, and penitentlatrics.
iridescent may be this dream of a
can
be
contracted
morality
when
time
through the administration of subtle
pills or methods akin to vacillation,
vet It Is a fact that In most of the
monstrous crimes that have recently
shocked the country experts ot the
new
school discover evidences of
brain lesion, or other nervous and
7
physical conditions that make ..ie
criminal an Irresponsible brute, an
v
The mysterious
atavistic monster.
whose crimes
"Jack the Ripper,
years ago,
several
shocked London
and were followed by a number of
similar atrocious murders In the United States and France, Is of this class
One liamlet, or fanning community, yielded tlicee starving peasants tVlirn a relief party arrive! they were
of
are
hamlet
anil
There
together
hundreds
for
warmth.
limldlotl
tliey
and alienists are now generally of the
found (fathered Into one oahln. where
opinion that Tucker, Durant, and the
these.
people
like
starving
tboaaands of
winter has ndded to the horrors of wholesome rood would save u per recent woman murderers In Chicago
Special Correspondence.
Even the thatches have! cent of these victims. With famnle were subjects for the surgeon and
Odessa, Russia, March 22. In fifty starvation.
reaping physician and not the hangman.
provinces in south central Russia frequently been taken from the huts as their aid, the diseases are peasants
a full harvest.
The stolid
Ignorance of the ordinury Jury
famine hovers over 30.000,000 peas- to keep alive the horses and cattle.
when andThefailure of the law to recognise
resistance
ants. For two out of every three the Families crowd Into one hut. The de- - make but little
Is better so," they say the discoveries of science frequently
stricken.
"It
are
firewood.
used
cabins
for
starvaserted
only
apparently
holds
future
As the food dearth grew the horses and die.
result In turning loose upon society
tion. Twenty million people doomed!
No lnfiints survive a few weeks
Mends In human forms and sometimes
Help from other nations Is their one were sacrificed. Then the milch cows.
estab
been
200.000
have
kitchens
Soun
In
three
months
the
first
In the Judicial murder of the lrre
hope.
spots.
A
bowl
of
a
In
few
were
exkilled
llshed
cows
65.000
and
horses
government
has
sponsible. This matter was the re
The Russian
are
a
bread
of
black
bit
and
pended 140,000,000 for the relief of for their flesh. Now the country has soun
cent subject of discussion at a meet
. Ika a m
. . . t .1 mtt hnt.A nnnn n ,lnir
i
As much been practically swept clean of these
lug of distinguished lawyers and phy
the hungering multitude.
needy
grows
leave
cannot
most
Ishiiisr.
cry
The
hunger
of
And
the
more will be raised. THat is the full animals.
slcians in New York, and promises
They
shoe"
neither
have
hovels.
Minn.
their
louder.
nation.
to be a vital topic nt the annua
limit of aid from the home
So
nor
sold.
clothes.
grain
governbeen
has
seed
The
the
left
meeting of Jurists and medical men
has
Japan
War with
1891-In the terrible famine of
tools and extra clothing.
We sell Mr. Cooper' celebrated prepa
during the present year.
ment's resources bo drained that to have the every
possible resource ex- 60,000 perished in Samara, one of
With
And at the
do more is impossible.
While American Investigators have ration.
mixing
In
district.
affected
provinces
now
peasants
the
the
are
needhausted,
is
the
$200,000,000
least calculation
contributions to this
last of the The famine today is greater, the re- made valuable
ed If the sweep of famine is to be straw and weeds with the
Infant science, the irlncipal work are alone on the streets, Is, according
rye flour. Even animals would scarce- sources of the government less and has
staved.
been done by German and to alienists, a mild form of the same
scarce a tenth.
For two successive years the crops ly eat such a mass. The hungering private benevolences
alienists, who have collected disease, Into which it Is likely to de
French
18
figured
that
have
workers
Relief
fight
peasants
it.
for
of
have failed. The accumulations
thousands of cases in the develop velop.
scurvy
crop
time,
save
an
will
until
tyhus
and
hunger
adult
Typhus
been
have
thrifty
most
even the
ment of their theories. In the high
consumed. The cold of the Russian have begun their ravages. A little and $5 a child.
ly artificial civilization of Europe the
theory of atavistic tendencies, ot re GRANT COUNTY
version to savage types of the race
resulting In monstrous crimes, finds
of material to Ruport It
DISTRICT COURT
FOUR HURT IN RUNA- PROPERTY LINE DISPUTE EL PASO SILK WORM a wealth The
Iiiist for Wood.
The delight In torture and cruelty
the lust for the sight of blood an
The following eases were passed
GING
EGGS AWAIT
cries of agony and subjection of wo
CAUSE OF SHOOTING
WAY AT SILVER
men by brute force, are primary upon by Judge Tarker during the
savage traits that persist In the recent session of the Grant county
in
atavlstl
highest
district court:
civilisation
Samuel Westhelmer & Sons vs. E.
forhis in Just the same way that the
AT
CITY
rudimentary tail persists in tne nu J. swarts, dismissed at plaintiffs'
curt.
man skeleton. From this point
Territory vs. Miles Adam? Indicted
view, a flood of UsM s thrown upon
the Cause of assaults of negroes 11 poll ;r mu
P'td at iz.&uu ana
Secretary
of
Chamber
of
the
Tllton
women.
continued until next term.
Team Ran From Silver City James Fennlmoro Is Shot in Commerce has received from the ag- white
bloodTerritory vs. Margarita Basquez,
The classical example ot a
ricultural department a supply of silk lusting
Is Marschalls Glllea Indicted for wife beating; plea of
Hip Assailant Esto Fort Bayard Girls
worm eggs, which were promised the de Rays,monster
who was executed In France guilty and sentenced to eighteen
chamber
last summer when Ging
1440. He confessed to the torture months In the territorial penitentiary- capes.
Husekawa, the Japanese silk: farmer, In
Were Victims.
and mutilation of 800 children in
Territory vs. Arthur Foster and
announced his Intention to start a eight
years, and declared that the James K. Foster, unlawfully draw
ilk farm near El Taso, says the El sight of the flowing
blood, the cries ing weapons; nolled.
A frightful
Alamogordo, N. M., March 21. In Paso News.time the request was made of agony of the little victims, as they
runaway occurred in
Territory vs. Edward Gray, assault
were being tortured and killed, gave with a deadly weapon and accessory
this cMy at 7 o'clock Saturday even- a pitched battle which occurred on forAtthethe eggs
advised
department
the
12
pleasure.
most inexpressible
ing a week ago, when a team which the ranch of Oliver Lee,
miles from
before the act of murder; nolled. This
that the time of the him the
the aid of a servant, almost Indictment was in connection with
iad Jut returned to the city from a Alamogordo, Tuesday, between Oliver the chamber
was not propitious for the trans- With
great
as
himself,
he
monster
as
a
trip to Fort Bayard became fright- Lee and four of his employes on one year
the killing of Roy Cliff at Flerro,
fer of the eggs, und they were prom- captured or lured little children to his Gray
being the colored man who, It
ened immediately
after being un- side, and James R Fennimore and ised
spring.
for
this
up,
castle, where he locked them
is claimed, was the original cause of
hitched and dashed wildly up Bullard three of his employes on the other,
were
preliminaries
Since
these
Is
to
hip
various
In
was
and
the
subjecting
all
the
them
running
shot
Fennimore
missing
treet, narrowly
tlio trouble.
gone through which resulted In the
Territory vs. Frank Ross, larceny;
down several pedestrians, says the In the hospital here in a serious con- giving of Ging of an acre of ground tortures that the fiendish imagination
The panlc-etrlck- dition. Warrants have been sworn near Washington park for his experi- could devise. The bodies were burn- dropped with leave to
Silver City Independent.
Territory vs. Dolores Marquee, inanimals turned west at the out for Lee and his men, and deputy ment. Since then Ging haB gone to ed, and only the heads of a few
intersection of Yankle street and ran sheriffs are now in pursuit of these Albuquerque and for some time has particularly beautiful children were dicted for rape; nolled.
by
as
kept
souvenirs.
him
up past the Catholic church Just at parties.
Territory vs. Estavan Carrasco, unbeen heard from. If he does not
trouble oame up over a disput- not
He declared that the crimes were lawfully carrying deadly weapon;
the moment when the congregation ed The
eggs
appearance
shortly
the
put
In
an
deboundary line between the ranches
to him by reading the
plea of guilty and fined $100 and
was being dismissed, many of whom
be turned over to some one else sugestcd
scriptions In Suetonius of the orgies costs.
Grace, of Lee and Fennimore, and was pre- will
were already in the street.
to make the experiment.
Nero,
Caesars,
cipitated
degenerate
his
Fennimore
when
and
of
the
Domingo Ruls, appellee, vs, L. M.
daughter of Mr. and
the
These Ro- Hawkins, appellant; dismissed.
Mrs. Ilgner, and her sister, Dorothy, men came upon Lee building a fence WORK WEAKENS THE KIDNEYS. Tiberius, and Caracalla.
man emperors experienced the most
Territory of New Mexico, appelle,
happened to be in the path of the on ground that Is claimed by Fennihorses and were mercilessly knocked more According to the story told of Roan's Kidney Rills Have Ikn Intense delight In witnessing the vs. George Washington, appellant;
men
maidens,
affray
youths
his
and
and
Fennimore
slaughter
of
Miss Dorothy the
di.smissed et territory's coat.
down and run over.
tiront Service for Reople Who
which they would order for the sole
Territory vs. Juan Mesllloa, carryfortunately escaped with only a few opened fire upon Lee and his men, and
Work in Albuquerque.
bepurpose of satisfying their lust for ing deadly weapon; plea of guilty and
bruUes, but her younger slater, Grace, the fire was returned, Fennimore achip early In the
people work the sight of blood and helpless agony. flue of S50 and costs.
Albuquerque
Most
suffered a dislocation of both arms ing shot in thebrought
to Alamogordo every day in eome strained, unnatural Alienists now declare that Durant,
besides tion. He was
Territory vs. Jose Domlnguez, carand a broken collar-bonplaced
was
surgical
and
for
attention
having the right aide of her face badposition bending constantly over a the murderer of Rcveral girls In San rying deadly weapon; plea of guilty
to
charged
Massaarrest,
with
Tucker,
the
assault
under
Francisco,
and
or
wagons
scalp
Jolting
wound
ly cut; also receiving a
and fine of 150 and costs.
desk riding on
He waived examination and cars doing laborious housework; lift- chusetts murderer, recently executed,
Territory vs. Jose Jurado, drawing,
and numerous bruises. Dr. Westlake murder.
deadly
carrying
ing, reaching or pulling, or trying the were likewise victims of this mad flourishing
took the unfortunate victim - of the gave bond. swore out a warrant
and
blood.
for
sight
of
He
later
weapon; Jury trial, verdlot of guilty,
accident into his home, which- is close Lee, charging
back in a hundred and one other lust for the
to
murder,
and
assault
Ripper."
the
wear,
"Jack
neby the church, and rendered the
ways. All these strains tend to
and sentenced to one year In the peniFeurbach gives the case of Ancessary medical attention, aa a result against Thomas Knight, one of Lee's weaken and Injure the kidneys until
men. charging rudely displaying a they fall behind in their work of fil- dreas Rlchel as typical of the "Jack, tentiary.
of Which the child is now making deadly
of New Mexico, appellee,
weapon. The officers have gone tering the poisons from the blood. the Ripper" class, which has had vs.Territory
rapid progress towards recovery. The to
Albino Pena, appellant; appeal;
place
to
every
In
these
Lee
of
representatives
ranch
civilized
the
frightened team ran around the block,
Doan'a Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys, country. Rlchel,
at costs of territory.
after the perpetra- dismissed
came back past the church and ran men under arrest.
put new strength In bad backs. AlVictor Culberson, et al., vs. Walter
was
many
crimes,
atrocious
tion
of
of
Bayard,
a
prove
distance
it.
clear .to Fort
buquerque cures
Blrchfleld, replevin; Jury trial and
and confessed. Showing verdict
A New Orleans judge has decided it
nine miles, before their maddened
Mrs. c. A. Hall, of 513 South Third captured
of not guilty.
he said, In
la unlawful for a woman to wear an street,
career was ended.
Albuquerque, New Mexico, his psychologicalof state,murders:
Territory vs. Caaslmero Montoya,
his
describing one
same
aigrette
plume
says:
on
said
mill
is
"Mr.
holds
her
hat.
Hall
the
It
carrying
deadly weapon; Jury trial
we do It right. KOCan DRY. Im- - the married men of New Orleans are good opinion of Doan's Kidney Pill
"I opened her breast and with a and verdict
of guilty.
fleshy
part
through
of
the
knife
cut
perlal Laundry Co.
entalking of a testimonial for him.
Territory vs. Martin GrIJulva, carthat he had when he publicly
body
arranged
I
the
body.
the
Then
ago.
years
five
deadly weapon; nolled.
dorsed them some
a butcher does beef and hacked rying
Territory vs. Apalonlo Zapata, two
The use of this remedy as he then as
pieces
to
Into
fit
the
it
knife
a
GREET with stated relieved him of pain In hls kid- holewithwhich I had dug for it In the Indictments for selling liquor withneys, attacks of which he had been
licenses; dropped with leave to
approval
I may say that while out
mountains.
to for some time, some of the cutting
body I was so greedy reinstate.
up
Pure r ood subject
the
lasting
an
week
entire
for
Oscar A. Appel, appellant, vs. C. W.
attacks
ltrembled and could have cut Marriott,
Doan's Kidney thut
Drue
appelle; appeal; dismissed
without a let-ueaten
It."
piece
and
a
out
at plaintiff's cost.
Pills removed the trouble at that time,
which was pasted by Conduring
operated
Ripper"
the
"Jack
Territory vs. Daniel McKenzle, burIt Is only once in a great while
years from 1887 to 1889,
gress on June 30, 1906, and and
plea of guilty and sentenced
that he lias complained of his back the three
was never raptured, although he glary;
to
went into effect January 1 , hurting him since, and this has been and
three years In territorial penitenof Ixmdon into tiary.
districts
threw
certain
liftgiving
assistance
In
his
in
Defendant was indicted for
Amer-icwhen
a
terror-stricke- n
1907. The people of
panic.
women
5
THE,
ing cars that have become derailed, were his victims. In all Ten
the burglary of the Santa Fe depot in
cases
the
of
protecto
entitled
are
Foundation, c Success
or in some such way he has strained the throats of Hie women were cut Silver City a short while since.
the three cases of the territory
tion of their health againit his back, and even at euch times the and
then the boiies slashed open and vs.InHenry
Wood and R. W. Huff, introuble has been of short duration. mutilated,
adulteration and misrepre
the murderer sometimes dicted for refusing
to register upon a
Mr. Hall vouches as strongly today carrying away parts of the body.
law
sentation of their food, drink and medicine, and the new
presentation of affidavit; pleas of
for Doan's Kidney Pills as he ever
com"riper,"
French
Vacher,
the
did, and we are both glad to recom- mitted eleven murders, to which he guilty entered and a fine of 1100 and
will go a long stride in the direction of accomplishing this purpose.
imposed in each case, which
mend them."
before his execution. He costs
fines and costs were remitted by the
Price 50 confessed
For sale by all druggists.
discharghad
tramp,
been
who
was
a
Foater-Mllbur- n
Co., Ruffalo, ed from the army as mentally un- court.
The defendants were Judges
The REGULATION AND CONTROL of such objectionable cents.
In the central precinct
New York, ole agents for the United balanced.
His victims were boys, of registration through
and perilous conditions has been demanded for many years by States.
a misundergirls, and women, and he operated last fall and
standing
name
Doan's and In practically Hie same way as did
of their duties refused to
Remember the
the American people, until their insistence compelled the respect
affi27
voters
presented
who
register
No.
no
other.
take
his London prototype.
of their representatives in the National Legislature, and produced
o
davits. In view of the facts the mat"KIpiM-rCaxe.
Italy's
direc-tionright
Nc
in
step
the
Hlncvure.
the Pure Food and Drugs Act, so long a
a ter was disposed of as above Btated.
Italy had a "ripper" case m
A postmaster in Georgia, says the
The grand Jury completed its laThe victory was of and by the people, and the nation Atlanta
born In 184 9. Ho conConstitution, recently posted fessedVerzenl.
of many women bors Thursday evening and was dismurder
to
the
should glorify in the consciousness of it.
the following notice on his door:
girls covering a period of many charged, the members being highly
"All parties expectln' mail are here- and
years during which he avoided the complimented by the court for the
get
all that's comln' to suspicion of crime. In his confession faithful manner in which they pernotified to
When, eleven yean ago, it becauie our desire to furnish the American people by
'em in advance, any day before next he said that it gave him the most formed their duties.
In all thirty-nin- e
with i mild, gentle, convenient laxative medicine for the family, palatable Lul
being
Thursday,
the day we have exquisite pleasure to throttle his victhat
Indictments were returned durpowerful, harmless but effective, we were actuated by a fundamental PURITY
appin'.i to go huntln', not having
and drink their blood, particu- ing the term. appointed A. K.
OK PURPOSE
to produce a perfect product, strictly pure, clean, of vegetable had a holiday from the government tims
Ooodell,
The court
larly if they struggled and showed
ir.jreciier.U-eas- y
to buy, eaty to take and eaay in action. In the form of a since July 4. Said government seemln' fear
and pain. He declared that the Robert H. Boulware and Robert W.
dainty, fragrant little tablet, in a neat and handy little enameled box fit for pi:re
to forget that belli' only human, wa impulse was Irrestible.
Holding aa a Jury commission for the
we produce the greatest medicine of the kind in the world, under
need lest and recreation occasional.
or
Another phase of this monstrous next twelve months, and the commisThere's some little mall here for ths mental condition that seeks pleasure sion selected and returned to the
the motto, from its inception to thia day, of "PURITY." We had no guarantee
Candy
s
Joneses and the Tomklnses, but it In the shedding of blood and the In- court a Hat of 400 names.
under the name Caacareta
that our preparation, now
don't amount to much, as It's all got fliction of pain is seen In the many
I'ablo Ybarra, who entered a plea
Cathartic, would make so phenomenal a record, but we had the FAITH that wi li one-cestamps on it. There ain't cases of vitriol throwers and
of guilty to murder in the second deand our insistence upon perfectiot
our honest intention, our
nuthlu' much in the business, nohow."
stabbers. Nearly every American gree, was sentenced to fifty years in
achieved by great scientists, the People would learn the TRUTH, would get t'r.
Ybarra
city of any size has had Its experience the territorial penlntentlary.
resulu., and bestow their favor on our efforts.
No Infraction of Rule,,
with them. Fur several years a shot and killed a companion at LeoAs an express train was going vitriol thrower
day,
pold
In
Christmas
last
afterwards
has been active
through a station one of the pasaen- - Baltimore, his victims almost always making his escape and being appreWe have never found it necessary to change our methods, our formula
gers
too
winout
by
of
at
leaned
the
Deputy
far
Sheriff
McGrath
hended
upon
In
whom
crowds
being
girls,
history.
of
years
The
t..
in
eleven
its
product
those
of
our
quality
the form or
dow, overbalanced and fell out.
He he has dashed the contents of a bot- Lordsburg.
of Cascarets, by the favor and appreciation of the American people, has achieved
on
fortunately
so
landed
heap,
a
sand
Cardona,
convicted of
Marsarlo
tle of acid and always escaped.
the phenomenal proportions of OVER A MILLION BOXES A MONTH, 1 2,000,-00he did himself no great Injury,
operates
with a tlie crime of rape, was sentenced to a
The "stabber"
IM THE YEAR.
This is the greatest demonstration of the success cf aa that
but with torn clothes and not a few sharp knife or dagger.
Sometimes term of seven years, and Jose Guls-tillsthat has be at recorded.
article created by a
bruises, said to a porter who was he Is satisfied with simply slashing
found guilty of a similar crime,
standing by:
the garment of his victims, but gen- to a term of five years.
I
Bhall
do?"
"What
desire
the
for
erally his morbid
about CASCA.
The American people have recorded their
Can so of Stomach Trouble.
"You're ull right, mister," tuJd the
of pain Is satifled only by
RETS CANDY CATHARTIC. They have found that this little tablet has ever
you
to
porter.
When a man has trobule with hi
allows
ticket
Your
arm or
into
the
knife
thrusting
the
mildest,
moft lireak your Journey."
accomplished what was promised for it, that it was the purest,
leg of the victim, then quickly es stomach you may know that he
harmless, most trustworthy medicine FOR THE BOWELS, and with faithful ue
caping
in the protection of the crowd eating more than he should or of
i
arising
disturbances
from
the
Would hhow Her I'p.
would accomplish the relief of many ailments
some article ot food or drink not
Tlie "girl cutter of Augsburg" avoidPeopla
of
American
CONFIDENCE
the
"I wonder why Mrs. Ritt Invited ed capture for years, during which suited to hi age or occupation, or
alimentary canal We feel that the great
REMARK
for
this
WIS.
them
reception.
grateful
You know time he wounded more than fifty that
Mrs. Huff to the
U
his bowels are habituaUy
hat been deserved, and yet we feel
to
she Just hates her."
Take Chamberlain'
girls. The police records of almost constipated.
DEMONSTRATION and wish to express the HOPE that we will conU-- ue
n-"Mrs. Buff hasn't had a new gown every American city show records of sitomach and Liver Tablet to regut
enjoy the confidence of the American H?me hereafter as kei "lofore. .
In more than a year and Mrs. Hi ft similar cases.
the "hugger, as he late the bowel and Improve th
knows it."
is known to the police, whose forte is digestion and ee if the trouble doe
and be sure
not disappear. Ask for a free samto scare girls and women by throwIf vou hav never tried Cascarets, buy a little 10c box
25c,
10c,
GENUINE,
druggists
All
50c
The
only
evening
sen.
-tfor
Subscribe
ASK.
Oil
FOR
YOU
ing his arms about them when they ple. Bold by all druggist.
he
ou GLT WHAT

vpk

right

i

1

All Kinds

be-

lieve that all the
pais and trouble
he causes conies
from such little
thing.
Just
tiny bit of acid
in the blood Che
kidney haven't
taken core of.
But the kidney
aren't to blame.
I used to think
I.AmSl' TISCAWT.
they were. Now
I know better. It's that over worked and
over crowded stomach giving the kidneys
port of its work and the kidney ci. t do
t. I found thi out with Cooper iNew
Discovery. It puts the stomach iu shape,
that' c'.I it doea, and yet I have seen
thousand ol people get rid of rheumatism
by takind it. That i why I am positive
that rhcumHtn it caused by stomach
(ample of letter I
trouble. Hero is
ifct every day on the subiect
I' or a loni time 1 have been a victim
of sciatica and inflammatory rheumatism,
to de
and my sulferinc has been too
scribe. For week I lay helpless with
every joint in my body o tender and sore
that I could not bear to move. 1 he slight'
est touch would cause me the greatest
ionv. Several doctors treated me but
I tried many reme
they failed entirely.
dies but notions' seemed to reach my case.
My kid- so I continued to lay helpless.
nev end stomach were affected also.
could eat but little, digest less end gradually my strength left. I lost flesh rapidly."
'I befan the use of the famous Cooper
medicine of which I heard ao much. To
mv surprise and delight I improved im
mediately, and after using several bottles
I felt like another person. My strength
and annelite returned. 1 he pain and sore'
ness left me and now I feel better than I
have for months." Iawrence Tuscany,
1122 Aldrich Ave., North, Minneapolis

Onr Wnrtc

I

are right

Old Mr. Rheumatism hantfs on tlrftit
nd bite and pinches when ha takea hold.
It a quite
Job
to shake him off,
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New Mexico's Leading

Afternoon Newspaper
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
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STRAIGHT BANKING
That's All

Bank

tState National
ALBUQUERQUE

p.

PURPOSE

s.

Foundry and

Albuquerque

Machine

Works

m.

HALL. frotrl0tor
Iron and Bras Casting; Ore, Coal and Lumber Car; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Column and Iron

Front for Building.
Itmpmlr
Mining mud mill Mmohlnry m Bpoolmlty
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque,

N. M.

Vln-sen-

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
o

At Consistent
Prices
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Finest Whiskies .
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Wines, Brandies. Etc.

BAMPL AND
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t
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HIE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
Published Daily and Week)..

It has become an
from wide fluctuations in prices.
economic force of great value. A canning factory Is
one of the enterprises which Albuquerque should seek
to secure.

The Citizen Publishing Company

By

W. 8. STHICRLKll,

Prmldnt

NO

&

W. T. McCKKlCiHT,

Business Manager.
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ADMIRABLE NEW FEATURE
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It has often been said that there Is nothing new g FAIR PLAY FOR RAILROADS
under the sun, the origin of the assertion being aa
MEANS FAIR PLAY FOR PEOPLE
crlbed to Solomon twenty-nin- e
centuries ago.
But g

quite recently the Burlington found something new in
the method of conducting railroad affairs, it is send
ing about its tributary country an industrial board to
confer with business men In towns along its line In re
sard to ways and means for attracting Industrial enter
prises to those points.
t
In promoting the settlement of new territory, as an
exchange very properly says, all of the railroads have
ad a. large share in increasing the wealth of the na
tion and as a matter of course the railroads have been
Immensely profited in turn. But if the railroads hav
(made money through the hauling of the products of
farm and garden and orchard of the homeseekers they
bav located, there Is no reason why they should allow
their interest to lag because that has been achieved
The establishment of any new manufacturing plant or
commercial establishment In the territory served by
them also means money directly Into their pockets.
Particularly are there vast opportunities in that direction now, for the congestion in the cities, the uncerel
tainty of train service, the unreliability of labor,
question in the centers of population, have led
manufacturers to consider other places of location
where they will not encounter these difficulties.
IJur- IfiK the last few years almost numberless factories have
kept up a continual westward advance, and this must
continue with increasing ratio as the population increases In density. It is to be hoped that the Santa Fe
Khali follow the example of the Burlington, and add t.i
1U admirable advertising of the farming possibilities of
Its tributary country, this new feature of an I mi u stria!
board for the multiplication and location of factoilei
along Its lines.
(

th-fu-

The legislature having adjourned, and the pcoplof every part of the territory being glad that the agony
is over, a few days of rest may well be taken by both
newspaper readers and writers.
The legislative session
waa a great strain upon the nervous energy of one and
all, and the very best as well as the most expeditious means of recuperation will be ubsolute and unmolested coinpksuie.
But we must not rest too long
For two years there will bo no territorial politic.
For
more than a year there will bo little or no national
politics. But in the meantime there will be growing
demand unad increasing opportunity for the upbuilding
of New Mexico in general anil Albuquerque in particular.
It is said that In the great Teplng rebellion hi
China, more than a quarter of a century ago, w hen th .
gong sounded for dinner, both the national and the rebel
forces would draw off, lay down their arms, and attend
strictly to eating.
The people of Xuw Mexico can now
well afford to retire from political or factional sniff
and get down to the better business of building on
our common and beloved New Mexico.
-

The Optic,

,,u

of Councilman Duncan's
town.
"Mr. Duncan has received bis nward for his
fidelity to the governor.
He has been appointed coal
oil Inspector, to succeed Mr. Uomero.1'
W1, that i
one way t looking at it.

that

The development of the industry of putting up food
products in
cans for preservation from season
to season and of the trade of distributing these product
to consumers lias been one of the marvels of recent
years, recently said the New York Journal of Commerce, its importance to the community can hardly
be overrated, it relieves the producer of the material
largely from fear and the consequences of overproduction, for the Kurplu. of one season may be carried ov. ;
to another and will of itself in its effect upon the market ami upon the price check the tendency to overproduce, n an,, prevents a vast amount of waste by
preserving articles that are by nature quickly perihh-ab- l
from perishing for an indefinite time, it furnishes
the consumer with a larger and surer supply, distribute,
it more evenly through Ihe seasons ami protects him
air-tltf-

-

Girl Married In Albuquerque
May Be Saved From Mon-

golian Husband.
When Frank Chew, alias Yee Lung
an Americanized Chinese, comes up
for trial before Justice Olln Wellborn
In the United States district court next
Wednesday, it Is probable that ths
mission workers, who have stood by
him so far will not be In court to hear
the result, or, in fact, take any further Interest In the case, says the Los
Angeles Express.
They are Indig
nant Decause Chew represented himself as superintendent of the mission
According to testimony in court, be
fore a month's delay was granted In
the case, Feb. 25, Chew was clerk for
one of the churches at the mission
and had charge of certain books, but
the mission workers deny that he was
In authority.
They say now that Chew has treat- eu mem all shabbily, and the retire
sentatlve of the Culled States attor
ney's office, who has been handling
me case, intimates that they might
have expected as much.
Chew Is the Chinese, who. while out
under bond, went to Albuquerque recently and was married to Miss Em
ma Culver of Iniartc,
formerly
teacher In the Chinese mission here
It is said that another of the white
woman friends of the Chinese encour
aged the match, and saw her mistake,
when too late, also that F. 8. Yager,
attorney
for Chew, advised him
against such marriage, warning him
that it was Illegal in California and
that it would hurt his case in court.
Now some of the women are doing
utmost to induce the white bride to
apply for divorce from her Mongolian
husband rather than go back to China
with him where, they claim, he will
Place her in one of the many brothels
along the Canton water-fron- t.
Chew.
they stiy, secured rings and bracelets
from Los Angeles women who wanted
to help him fight ngalnst deportation.
but he used most of the money for
the trip to Albuquerque to get married. That be will have to return to
China is evident from tho history of
nis case.
i new was arrested last summer
and ordered deported by William Van
Dyke, United Ktates commissioner, In
August. He appealed to district court
and his case was set for Feb. 25, at
which time he secured further delay
of a month on the ground that he had
Just discovered an old granduncle in
Oakland, who could testify to his res
idence in the United States before the
passage of the Geary exclusion act;
aiso mis granduncle could bring sev
eral white witnesses whose names
Chew did not know.
The United mates court officials
knew this to be merely a play for
time as tjnew Had mixed his stories.
First, he had presented a certificate
of registration representing
himself
as Yee Lung, and when the United
States attorney secured from Wash
ington record of the original certify
cafe it was clear that tho one Chew
held was a rank forgery. Chew then
said he was so young at the time of
the passage of the Geary law that he
didn't know he had to secure a certi
ficate, although he had been In this
country for two years.
if the law had permitted the gov
em men t to force trial when Chew was
in court, Feb. 35, U would have saved
Emma Culver,-f- or
there would have
been no marriage and the young girl
nave
escaped.
would
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anti-railro-

ra

and you will be
sure to see something dainty and unique in odd
pieces for your china rack, your mantel or your
table. We have a superb stock of china, glassware and hardware that we are offering at attractive prices.
We

Ma

have three odd Patterns that we are
selling at cost to make room.

iWrF'W

F. H. STRONG

I

rattle--

II

Strong Block

REFRIGERATORS
The Automatic

AUTOMATIC

Constructed on Scientific

Principles.

CALL AND SEE THEM

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

London expects to lose gold to New
York from the first week in April.

j

CLEO KACKLEY'

Boston, March 22. A leading metal
interest says: The eyes of this world
are at present centered on Wall street.
Leading manufacturers have secured
sufficient copper to last them through
June and before committing
them
selves heavily beyond that time they
propose to watch the developments in
the stock market.

EXPERT

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, March 22. Cattle re
ceipts 2,000, Including 100 southerns.
Market steady. Southern steers $3.75
fii 5.20;
southern cows I3.00W4.0;
stockers and feeders 3 . 7 5 ''n 5 . 2 5 bulls
3.004.25: calves 13.50 fi 7.00: west
ern fed steers $4.00 & 5.25; western fed

-

'jr.

VICTOR

'What is Home Without a Graphophone
1

H.

24 South Second

RECORDS

f There

Javier

STEP IN

k

AnlRirec

Dearer

To

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

's

FREE!
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BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
$6.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
94.50
PER TON

WOOD

FREE!

BAND CONCERT

BIO LOAD OF MILL WOOD
12.25 AND 92.75
FOR

John

S.

Beaven

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

r.v- -

wuvr is Tin: wonrn comivc
to?
Hiyun l us. Hut we know
pei.ido win) inhabit this nart

American Lumber Co. Band

Hfl

And Races by the Gentlemen's Driving Ass'n.

-

At

Phone 98

COAL

l,

8

vffli1feJfc

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

-

JUDGES ARE PEOPLE TO BLXME

4

l
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The question Is often asked: "Why do
pie hold
the law in so little respect?"
It is because the law Is so imperfect.
For example, it has just been decided in New York
that the Joy Steamship lines liability for thu Larch-- l
moot disaster Is limited to $103 12. One bundled and
sixty lives for $103. 12!
federal statute of Isil limits the liabilitv of a
Klcauihhl
mnipnny to the value of the wreck. The!
salvage of the lirchinout amounts to $103.12, so that
if suit was entered for every death ill that awful ac- cldent, Ihe company would divide $103 l .' among the
1UD plaintiffs.
It is not Hie law which is held in contempt: it Is
what the law permits.

Look
in
some day when you are Passing

76;

half-cocke- d.

LAW MAKERS AND NOT LAW

See and Ask Prices

The following Quotations were re
ceived by F. J. Graf & Co.. brokers.
over their own private wires from cows I3.00roj4.b0.
New York. Room 87, Barnett buildSheep receipts 3.00D, market weak.
ing, Albuqueique, N. M.:
Muttons $5.25(U'6.00; lambs 1 1.00 dp
7.65; range wethers $5.50W6.00;
fed
ewes $5.7 5. .
New York Stocks.
American Sugar
121
Amalgamated Copper
91 H
Produce Market.
American Smelters
Chicago, March 22. Closing uuo- llKVi
American Car Foundry
36
tations:
Atchison com
HKH
July 77
Wheat May
Anaconda
2J'
Corn May 46; July 45HAmerican Locomotive
62
Oats May 41(H'4: July 36Tif
Baltimore and Ohio
37.
96
Brooklyn Kapld Transit
52 lj
Pork May $15.65; July $15.75.
Canadian Pacific
163
May
July
$8.72 4 W 8.75:
Iard
Colorado Fuel
34
$8.808.H2Vi.
Chicago (ireat Western
13 9
May
:
July
Kins
tK.60r 8.42 H
Erie com
25H $8.72H.
Louisville and Nashville
115
Missouri Pacific
71
Omaha Livestock.
Mexican Central
19
Omaha, March 22. Cattle receipts
National Iad
57 4 2,000. Market slow to steady. Western
New York Central
116 '4 steers $3.25 it 5.25 ; Texas steers $3.00
Ontario and Western . . .
36
W 4.30; cow s and heifers $2.26 & 4.25:
ennsyivaiiln
121H dinners $ 12.00 o 3.00;
stockers and
Heading com
101 Vi feeders $3.O0(fi)5.OO;
calves $3.00(3)
Itock Island com
204 6.50; bulls $2.754.30.
Southern Pacific
80
Sheep receipts 1600, market steady.
St. Paul
128S yearlings $5.804j)6.50; wethers $5.25
20
Hallway
6.15; iambs $7.00 7.60.
Union Pacific com
133 M,
c. H. S. com
S51
Chicago Livestock.
U. S. H. pfd
98T4
Chicago, March 22. Cattle receipts
Greene Con
2St 1.500.
steady. Beeves $4.00(9
Market
Shannon
19
6.70; cows $ 1.60 ri 4.76; heifers $2.60
Calumet and Arizona
160
i4.76; calves $6.60rj 7.60; good to
Copper Range
81
prime steers $5.36 M 6.70: poor
to
North Hutte
90 H
medium
$4.00i' 5.30; stockers and
29 K
Itutte Coal
feeders
$2.75
4.75.
Old Dominion
49'. 4
Sheep
may cotton
$9.61 Yearlings receiptsj 7000. market weak.
$6.00 7.30; lambs $.00fi)
Total sales 907,300
w esterns $6.00
7.0;
it 7.90.
Money 3'tj 4 per cent.
Money Market.
Nuiiiiiiiiry of Conditions.
New York. March 22. Money
on
New York. March 22. Americans
4
; prime
Vi it
linn,
call
mercantile
111 London
heavy.
paper
66
Vic.
silver
W6?:
J. J. Hill ssys he will not resign
July 1st.
Metal Market.
Stuyvesant Fish says recent panicNew York, March 22. Lead nuiet
was caused by distrust arising from
copper
30:
Sire.
iulet, 25
fi
dishonesty hi corporation management did not come fro many action of
st.
IxhiIs
Wool
Market.
uimlnistration.
St. Louis, March 2L'. Wool steady.
Kxpected Great Northern will issue
short time notes if courts decide unchanged.
against new stock.
header "Mrs. Hu-yItrge earnings revive rumors of 25c.rink iKiuble
Tea" and "Turn Him Out."
t ally dividend on Kansas City Southby 1T. N. M. Iiramatie club. Casino,
ern preferred.
Hanking authorities do not think tonight, 25c.
o
advance in French Hank rate will
LOOK I I' J. V. I'AI.M ,ll roit
make any difference In our securing
IK m:ST
XI CIIKAI'KMT
AY.
gold if we need it after end of this t;lt
.UO Kltli: AMI I It KM I
month.

The fight between the railroads and the state and
national governments is assuming a menacing aspect
and the end seems nowhere near in sight.
Twenty-eigh- t
states have enacted
or are considering such legislation, with the
expectation of its early pussege. Reduced fare, generally to two cents a mile, is demanded by nineteen
states. It Is believed that the president has begun to
confer with state governors to secure general
tion along identical lines. It means that the people
are going to force a square deal.
On account of freight congestion, twenty states are
passing reciprocal demurrage
laws.
Extraordinary
powers are being given railroad commissions. Freight
rates are being arbitrarily limited. Adequate depots
and stations are being required. Other laws demand
Interchangeable mileage books, reduce excess baggage
rates. Increase taxation, force better freight and passenger equipment, tax parlor, dining and sleeping cars,
reduce 1'ullman rates, limit employes' hours of service,
require block signals, make the confiscation of coal In
transit illegal and hold both officers and employes
liable to a charge of manslaughter for deaths in acci
dents due to ignorance or neglect.
In return, the railroads are ceasing all extension,
cutting off passes, threatening to discontinue fast trains,
abandoning excursion rates, Increasing freight tariffs
wherever possible and preparing for a general fight In
the courts.
The railroads cry, 'injustice!''
But whose fault is
it? The railroads brought all these things upon them
selves.
For years they have Imposed upon a long suf
fering public in hundreds of ways.
They have been
absolute masters of the situation.
They have done
what they pleased disdainful or insolent. If the nation
had been one man with one mind they would have
been afraid yean ago; as It was, they relied too long
upon the Immunity which they believed came from a
lation of millions without any organized method of
protest.
Harriinan. in bis first public interview, said he
believed the national spirit of fair play would ulti
mately prevail. He is right. It is the national spirit
f fair play that has created the very legislation about
which the railroads aro now so concerned. This legislation is not the result of any radical tendency.
It
does not mean that a lot of local statesmen have gone
off
It means " you've got to jday fair!"
The light may continue for some time. Sweeping
reforms are not accomplished In a day. Hut In the end
t will be belter for the railroads, who need the people,
and for the people, who need the railroads. When the
railroads play fair with the people, the people will pl.iy
more than fair with the railroads.

!

admiring attention is to be seen every business
day in our salesrooms but not at its best. Home
surroundings make it "fill the picture." Our aim,
naturally, is to dispose of it to you so that your
various apartments will look as they should look
a harmony of comjort and art.

lipiif
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Parlor Furniture That Attracts

?
GOOD SHOWING OF BENEFIT TO
PEOPLE FROM REGULAR SAVING $

According to the annual report of the New York
savings banks the number of depositors Is now 2,753,-29and the total of their deposits Is over $1,409,000,-00an amount greater than the bonded debt of the
United Ktatcs.
These depositors, who outnumber the inhabitants
of Manhattan Island, are to be commended for their
wisdom. If all men of small means were to follow
their example, the community as a whole would be
much better off. There was not one savings bank failure In the past year. There Is not a single savings
bank now whose report is not creditable to Its management and whose solvency Is not beyond question.
schemes, of mining
In these days of
stocks, of speculation In bucket shops, poolrooms, on
the curb and In the stock exchange, It Is most timely
to turn to the savings banks and to point out the superiority to every man of small earnings and limited
means of depositing a definite surplus regularly at
interest.
For a rich man to speculate is one thing. He
can afford to lose some money. He has time for personal investigation of the risk and he has the power
to enforce his legal rights.
He may win or he may
lose, but in either case the transfer of wealth Is not
a vital matter.
To all the men who work for wages or on salaries
their only hope for a peaceful old ago and for a life
free from racking money cares is to provide beforehand
for the future. They should take no risk. When they
speculate they stako their family's futtfre and their
own peace of mind against the few dollars.
Even
were the chances equal and In the cose of a small
man the odds are always against him the risk which
he takes Is vastly disproportionate to any posslblo gain.
Few men ever heard of progressive compound In
terost and still fewer know what It does. One dollar
deposited In a savings bank which pays four per cent
wll lamouut to $2.19 In twenty years.
This is simple
compound Interest. But how many men know that If
they deposit $1 every year the value in twenty yean
will not be $2.19 but $30.97?
Any man or woman who is earning wages at all can
save $1 a week.
That money deposited in a saving!
bank for twenty years will amount to $1,612. A de
posit of $5 a week will amount to over $8,000. Tin
annual interest on this at 4 per cent would be $320.
Thus the man who deposits $5 a weeek in a sav
ings bank can after twenty years draw out $6 a week
and still leave to his wife and children at his death all
the money that he deposited and more than half as
much more. There is no paradox or catch In this.
It is a plain, simple mathematical statement of what
any savings bank will do.
livery wife should read these figures and go over
them for herself. They are accurate. The only necess
ity Is to make the deposits regularly.
If, instead of
discontinuing the weekly deposits at twenty years, they
are continued for ten years more, every dollar a week
will have become $58.38 and the $52 a year will have
become over $8,000. For every dollar which has been
deposited two dollars a week can then be drawn out
without Impairing the principal, which has been dou
bled.
It takes time to make money this way, but the
result Is certain. There Is no secret about it, no mys
tery, no allurements, no dazzling speculation. All that
It requires is Industry and a little self denial every
week. It pays better than any gold or copper mine,
than any poolroom or bucket shop. New York TCvrn-InWorld.
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often and long been clttlmed that democracy
; in the party of the people, contending for and practlclnn
everywhere the theory that all power lies In the people
This ha been
and can safely be entrusted to them.
the claim of the democratic party from the days of
Hence, the democrat
JciTernon doirn to the present.
the advocate for election of of
haa been
Hut a change eeema
flclals as opposed to appointment.
to have come over the spirit of that party's dream. The
mighty ha fallen, and the disciples of Jefferson arc
making great lap-nefrom the baric axiom of their
The democratic lcglsla
founder. Here Is he proof:
ture of Tenneanee haa Just parsed a charter for its chief
city. Memphis.
That charter, according to a Memphis
paper, contain the following provisions:
In a nutshell, the charter bill abolishes the Idea of
popular government, and places in the hands of Ave
men the aboslute control of the nffairs of the city of
Memphis. They are to be named by the governor, and
ehall aerve until November, 1908, before they have to go
These same men are the election
before the voters.
board, and hnve the power to say who has been elected
'
their successors. The city limits are extended for
about two miles nr.rth, east and south, and then the city
in given absolute right for ten miles further to dictate
the character of fences, outbuildings, chimneys, fire
places, ovens, etc., that shall be built, and has the power
to order anything torn down that does not suit the fancy
tif Its official, t the cost of the owner, and without
legal process.
Three conMitute a quorum, and a majority of these
or two men, can pasa all legislation demnnded. All va
cancies in the council are to be filled by a vote of th?
members until the next election, and not by the peo
pie. Members of the council have the right to Inspect
the books of the city, but that power Is not extended to
Right Is given to tax and regulate all
the people.
trades, professions, occupations, pursuits and employ
ments. The right is given to appoint an unlimited num
ber of inspectors to look after all kinds of matters
Hlght to prohibit or "suppress" a number of Illegal
pursuits Is given, but the council has the right to do
tormine penalties. Hlght Is given to "restrain and punish" vagrants .mendicants, street beggars, gamblers and
prostitutes. The council has the right to name a city
assessor at $3,000 per annum, and a city clerk at $2,500
ler annum. The governor shall name a corporation
Judge at $2,500 per annum, who shall serve until No
vember, 190$, when he must become a candidate for
election. The council has the right to name a clerk oj
the corporation Judge, who shall receive such compen
sation as the members may elect.
This clerk may ap
point such clerks as he needs, and no limit is placed on
the number. The council shall have the right to name
a city comptroller, who shall audit all accounts against
the city, and shall have general supervision of all ac
. counting
affairs.
The council Is to tlx his salary. The
council also haa the right to name a city treasurer, who
shall draw such salary as it names. The council shall
name a city counsellor at a salary of $4,000 per annum; an assistant at $1,500 per annum: and a sten
ographer for that department at $75 per month.
A flat rate of 2 per cent is the limit of regular taxation, but the council has the right to levy such special
taxes as Its members deem necessary.
The assessor's
returns are looked over by the council, which is the
equalization board. The city has no right to regulate
the schedules and other service of street car companies.
To obtain a referendum In the giving of a franchise. It
requires a petition of 1.000 qualified voters who ar
qwnors of realty.
It ha
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Traction Park, Sunday, March 24

FREE!
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add to tlu-l- health, length of life and
narptnesa ir they oat llallinj;' liivad.
Same thing true of our rolls, pita and
other pastry. Sure you have the
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COUNCIL APPOINTS BOARDS

IN

FOB APRIL ELECTION

New Team
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The Best

Inflicted Deaths.

The suicide record of Kl Paso for
the present year bids fair. to rival
that of any of the great cities of the
world and will unquestionably surpass
that of many of the smaller states of
the union. This tragic record of
Petition.
was added to yesterday by
beSeveral petitions were brought fol- two, making three altogether for the
as
were
They
fore the council.
present week No sooner had the peotnn'R
ple of the l'nss City recovered from
The residents of Droadway, south the shock which they experienced
of Coal avenue, petition that water through the
of
death
mains be extended and electric lights Mrs. Eatelln Itean, the young and at- are
as
they
section,
truc'tV0
In
that
Installed
woman whose story was re
on Arno street, south or Coal avenue. ! .l(0(, , The Kvenlng Citizen of last
The petitioners assert that Broadway
evening,
than they were culled upon
south of the given line has as many to consider the cases of A. P. Shroed- me
ana
mat
resldents as Arno.
sameier nnJ jienry Heisel, both of whom.
conveniences should bf BlTorued tnein. thou(5, unknown to each other, and
1 tie
pennon nai
iu
for different causes, chose rather to
light and furl committee die, than bear "the. slings and Hrrows
j build.,
and the water committee.
of outrageous fortune" for it longer
Residents and property owners on period.
aveThe first of yesterday s eases to be
Eighth street, north of Tljeras
nue, petition that Klghth street be reported was that of A. I. Schroeder,
opened from Tijeras north road to the a traveling man of Eau Claire, Wis.
place where Eighth street is now He came to the Sheldon hotel about
a
three weeks ago and remained
open.
his
Property owners on Silver nvenuo guest of the house till the time of are
Hayde-nDrink and dlspondency
The council Is very anxious to se- petition for a cement sidewalk six death.
to have been the causes
cure new quarters for the different feet in width on either side of the supposed
Third to Seventh which Induced his rash net.
from
city bodies, and if they can In any avenue,
chamber
Shortly
after noon as
way be found by the first of April, streets. This and the former petition
was passing through the hall
the old building will be practically were referred to the street commit maid
near his room, she heard a shot. She
tee.
deserted at that time.
reported the circumstance and an InSidewalks Ordered.
Ejection Judges Appointed.
the
.The street commute then ordered vestigation followed. It revealed
Judges ond clerks for the election
body of the victim lying in a
to be held April 16, for the purpose that the council Instruct the street dead
pool
gaping
A
behind
blood.
hole
of
cement
proposito
have
commissioner
of voting on the city bond
the ear Indicated the cause of death
tion, also were named last night. They walks built as follows: avenue,
revolfrom and a
Silver
of
sides
Hoth
as
are
follows:
ver tightly clinched In the hand of
Third to Seventh streets.
FIRST WARD.
means. Noth
West side of Eleventh street, from the suicide revealed the
Judges A. A. Trimble. X. W. Al- ing is known of the man by the auTljeras to Roma streets,
ger and D. S. Hucklln.
West side of Fourth street, from thorities. A card found in the pocket
Clerks Joseph Ravanny and Jos.
'Mountain road to the alley between of the dead man is the only clue to
H. ScotU.
nis luenuiy.
it rcaus u.i iuuu.
RuMroad and Gold avenues.
SECOND WARD.
("Chicago Commercial Asocatlon,
No.
or.1.. Snrlnir llcnniiiir.
Judfses A. Harsch, J. H Fenner
3, 1!05." Deceased was
n.i.muTi Wllkerson moved that! 83,661. 28 Iec.
and Thomas Biitton.
age
years
of
H.01..1,. .mnfor uiih die eltv Rcav-- I about
Clerks D. F. Gill and Fred Fisher. iha
...,...
Henry Heisel. the second victim of
,.,! iiif.hii,ir
n vigorous
THIRD WARD.
I
poor
day,
and disconsolate and
the
a
In
nut
Judges N. K. Stevens. E. H. Dun r.Qi,,i t.i have nil
anitai v enndltlnn before the onset of apparently convinced of the fact that
bar and Charles Schelke.
use his own words, he was "no
weather, and that the mayor ap-t-o
Clerks Percy Hawley and J. Por-hof carbolic
a health olllcer to make the count." 3drank twoInouncesafternoon,
ter Jones.
-- ..,.. in
the
alllacld
ut o'clock
f thu eitv i,i see thnt
FOURTH WARD.
I front
at
residence,
otflthe
Etolaroff
of
Such
Judges William Jenks, Frank X. premises are kept clean.
in ha mnn than l?S S19 North Oregon street, and was
Moore and Frank Ackerman.
minutes afterward.
Edward Hale and Faul a month, half of which is to be paid dead fifteen
Clerk
Little Is known of the man, win
by the city and the other half by the
Teutsch.
young
He had
was
a German.
and
city scavenger. The motion was car
Another Team Needed.
on his suspender a Salvation Army
A report from the fire committee vied.
badge and in his pocket was an apNew OrdliinncvH.
tended to show that the team used on
blank from a local employThe leading of three ordinances In plication
the street sprinkler was not a fit one
He also left behind
These were I ment agency.
full closed the meeting.
for the fire wagon, and it recommended that another team be bought for nrtlnnnrMi rerenllv rirawn. one nro- - I him the following letter, which ofprob
his
ably best explains the nature
the fire house. It is proposed to buy vldlng for the Inspection of meats In
or I iroumes:
a lighter team, one that can take the the city, one for the Inspection
I
"The reason I am doing this awful
engine along at some speed when a rtnirv nrnilnrta and the other was that
is because 1 am friendless,
run Is necessary, and at the same requested by the Woman's club, pro-- I I thing
less,
and 1 think 1 am no account
nuns
the
nf
within
tiie flrlnir
time, that will be heavy enough to
whatever.
stand a little work about the city. city.
'1 had friends once, but they have
left me.
"Now I wish some of the good folks
! I
itia A.
who are Christians to help those that
RICH HAVE need It and save poor sinners.
"If my soul goes to heaven, then l
shall want to meet the Salvation
Army,
and If I go to hell, I want to
t 't
meet my enemies.
TRACTION
"11BXU1.'
"Please notify Miss Ethel Hawley,
420 Nevada avenue, Trinidad, Colo.
May God bless her and safe keep her
more and more, and hoping you a sad
farewell anil God bless the Salvation
The committee was ordered to search
for Such a team, and to give eeverat
prospective teams a trial run to ascertain their adaptability for the fire
wagon.
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good Japanese or Chinese
Matting. Cleaner than a carpet, extremely durable and
easy to take care of.
Is

jTp'tClM.'s'ALE'l
p

press ooons

cwrs

23c

23c

white r;oois

TAM

23c
TABLE

D181UJ&I1T

BOYS' WAISTS

23c

23c

KiimoNs

SHI UTS

23c

23c

BELTS

XECKWEAIt

Get Busy My Prices for Work
Watches Cleaned

II AND HAGS

SISPKXPEKS

23c

23c

HOSIERY

SOCKS

23c

23c

INI)EWIVU

HANDKERCHIEFS

23c

23c

nt

$1.00 to $1.50
Main Spring

$1.00 to 11. BC
Nickel Alarm Clocks Repaired. ..60c
Work Fully Guaranteed.

N. H. ANDRUS

TiUTT

!

GLOYES

GLOVES

23c

23c

HATS

BACK COMBS

23c

23c

SIDE COMBS

U

110

West

Gold

AvtMt

jjChas. L. Keppeler
EA1 EK

1

love-hihiiin- o-

STATIONERY

CONFECTIONERY,

323 South Socond Btroot

23c

i

PATENTS,

DRUGS,

23c

Iver-Johns-

... Staab Building

J. A. KREMtS

23c

i.if.

absolutely perfect in construction. Ranging in price from
20c to 80c Per Ymrd

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

O'SIIANTEUS

KNEE PANTS

23c

A large shipment of the but
Oriental product. Linen Warp,
Attrac ive Carpet Designs,
made of Fresh Straw and Is

ALBERT FABER'S

23c
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.
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Nothing Sent on Approval

"Skidoo to the Tune 23"

self-Indict-

nr

Year-Rou-

JSkidoo Sale

.

If things come the way the city
council want them to It will be meet-1,
ing In diKerent quarters after April
and all police business will be transacted elsewhere than the present city
hall, and even the fire department will
have a new home.
Resolutions providing for these
thingo were not clow in presenting
themselves before the council at 1U
meeting Inst night, when City Attorney Hlckey read a report of the
court's decisions In the case Involving
and
the ownership of the city hall,double
the provision that the city payordered
owner
rent since the time the
the building vacated.
Alderman Wllkerson moved that a
be appointed to
committee
e what cou.d'be done In'the way of
hnrtnnnrtrs for the
l(y ottiees, the police headquarters
and the new location for the fire
house. The motion was seconded by
Alderman Hanley. carried, and Mayor
McKee appointed as committeemen
Aldermen Wllkerson, Heaven and

I

JUST RECEIVED

ly Record Two More Self

Ordinances.

Weather-Ne- w
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Pass City Adds to Her Ghast-

Ready For

CITIZEN.

SATURDAY

PASO

alks

Ordered-G- et

Hot

EL

ISJEEK

City Seeks New Quarters For Offices.
Needed-Petitions-SIde-w-

SUICIDES

THREE

EVENING

1

IV

AWNINGS
317 and 319 South Second Street

3

2.--

V

Army.

Smith Will Locate in S ason wi l Open May 1 and
Run Six Months-Ope- ra.
Fe MakNew Mexico-San- ta
Drama and Vaudeville.
ing No New Improvements.

W. M.

-

"HEX R i HEISEL,
"EI Paso, Texas."

BERANLILLO

l0N

COUNTY

right-of-wa-

BOARD

OF EDUCATION

MEETS AT SANTA FE
At the session of the territorial
board of education held yesterday afternoon in the office of the superintendent of public education at the
capital, the only Important subject
under consideration was that of passing on the merits of applicants for
All
territorial teachers certificates. atthe members of the board were in
tendance except the governor, who
was detained through stress of business attendant upon the closing of the
Tuday the important
legislature.
question of school books was discussed, the agents of several srhool
the
book houses appearing before
hoard.
Tin:
ritv mov i ecu i i.orit,
MONARCH GIUM'KKY.CO.
Our HOl'Gll DRY work aon'n havi
to be washed over. Imperial laundry Co.
tooTate toT classify.
I'M
$1.50 per
K'll SALE Wheat, 32')
North Flr-- t
Vain Bros.
lbs.
treel.
N ICE CKl.EHY AT
THE MON.

at

AIM It

GltH

KISY CO.

r
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Santa Fe Restaurant

ut.

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

ococotoxoooo

DISTRICT COURT

Two private cars, Nos. 1 and 2, the
nest on the Santa Fe system, lire
sidetracked Just north of the
One Is occupied by Gardner
Lathrop, general counsel for the
Santa Fe, who is accompanied by his
sister, Mrs. W. M. Smith, and her
The latter Is in poor
husband.
health and comes to New Mexico with
Mr. Smith
hopes of finding relief.
had Intended going to California and
passed through the city last night and
grot as far as Gallup on his way, when
he changed his mind, concluding that
he would rather take his chances In
Mr. Smith has spent
New Mexico.
considerable time in New Mexico the
of
In the capacity
pat y few years
agent for the Santa Fe,
cutbuying land along the Santa Fe
off, and it Is very likely Chat he will
locate in some one of the many new
towns now springing up along the
new road. Mr. Lathrop will remain
In the city till Monday.
In the other car are Alfred Lovell,
superintendent of motive power of
the Santa Fe; C. W. Kouns, superintendent of transportation of the Santa
Fe, and H. V. Willie, of the Baldwin
locomotive works. , Mr. Lovell Is the
"grouchlest" official on the Santa Fe
System, and that is probably the reason why the Santa Fe Is having so
much trouble with Its motive power.
dolnir
When BRkeii whnf his nnrtv
out on the line, Mr. Lovell eaid that
was his own private business.
When
asked II the anta Fe was content- making
plating
some Improvements
either here or at Wlnslow, Ariz., or at
Belen, he said that the Santa Fe
wasn't making any improvements.
When asked if his party would go as
far west as Santa Barbara, Cat.,
where President Ripley is ntopping.
Mr. Lovell said that it would not go
farther west than Wlnslow.

Where to Dine Well

FIjF SCREENS

Albuquerque Is assured of good
wholesome amusement for the coming
Yesterday Frank
summer at least.
Door Kcnens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
GET Jl lMi.MEXT
Storts. office manager for the Albu- Tltl JII.I.O IHtOK.
eastern-mad- e
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
FOR $40 $3,000 IM).I TO Sl.
querque Traction company and Tracscreens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
JIIMJMKNT IN
I'KKCKIIK
tion nark and Casino, signed a con
WASHINGTON MINE CASE
tract with the Crawford & Rich The'
atrlcal company. owning houses I
throughout Kansas and at El Paso,
The court this morning resumed
SEE OUR NEW I3KICK BUIL.DINO
booking the best theatrical attractions I the trial of Trujlllo Bros, against
on the road for a six months' engage- - I Maximo Grlego, a suit upon a note
I
ment. beginning May 1. The talent Is I for $40. The hearing occupied the
to be changed at least once every two greater part of the forenoon, going to
weeks and oftener, to say nothing of I the Jury at 11:30. The Jury brought
some repertoire companies which will I forth a verdict for the plaintiff at THE
The quality 111:30,
have numerous bills.
I
to be of the kind that can make good
over the Crawford circuit, and wilt I The mutter of fixlnir a bond to su
RECALLS
CHURCH
consist of comic opera, drama andlpercede the Judgment In the Wash- ON ONLY 90C INVESTED
A performance win oe i inirton mine case, iiendtng the decls
vaudevll e.
given every night.
The Casino wUl(Jll 0f (ne higher court on an appeal
be an Important house on the sum-- 1 prayer, was arranged by the altor
neys. The piatntins, in wnose iavor
mer course, ror wnicn crawioru
Rich report, eight companies have Judgment was rendered, claim they
already been secured.
The season should have a bond for $25,000, while
will open May 1.
the defendant alleged that such a sum
was excessive and the court Intimated Former Clergyman Receives
that it believed that 15,000 would be
adequate, but that the defendants.
Unanimous Invitation
TAOS VALLEY SAV
who are in possession or me. mine.
20 liars Sunny Monday Soap
should be enjoined from taking values
to Pastorate.
out of the mine. The defendants said
not object to an In
INGS BANK CLOSED ; hat they would they
consented might
unction, which
io bars for
be granted without bond.
At a meeting of the nicmlx-r- s of the
the
In
held
church
Conirreeatlonal
The Taos Valley Savings Hank, a I The divorce case of liolores Lienada church on Wednesday evening of this
hrnm-Institution of the United I de Chaves versus Jose liiavez was week It was unanimously decided to Just receivedfromGirard, Kan.
Slates Bank and Trust comnanv of I tried this morning, and the court extend a call to the pastorate of the
Santa Fe, closed its doors on Wednes- - granted the decree on the grounds of church to Kev. W. J. Marsh, who for.
Nutreto
day of this week in consequence of abandonment and cruelty.
merly served the congregation In a
lack of support. Percy F. Knight, as
Twentieth
the
Century Food
re
has
Mr.
Marsh
canacllv.
like
Indictments were returned
sistant cashier of the Kanta Fe insti bv Severalterritorial
of
grand Jury at the cently been occupying the pulpit
Drink.
the
tution went to Taos on Wednesday morning
the congregational cnurcn or iiensession.
for the purpose of winding up the
nlngford, Neb. The call was forwardbank's affairs. Tho depositors and
ed
&
this morning and there is every
The suit of Mercedes Chaves
natrons have been notified of the dis
versus Meximo Grlego was reason to believe that Mr. Marsh win
Nutol
continuance and the former have Company
The call recites
at 2 o'clock und will occupy accent the same.
been paid In full. It is understood called
charge
past-ihave
hall
new
Oil for
afternoon.
that
the
Vegetable
this
All
court
tho
the
that the distance from railroad com
from the first of May ot the present
Cooking.
munication and the opposition of lo
Sulz-e-r
many
Representatives
jricnua
nan
and
year.
Senator
Mr.
Marn
cal parties to the upbuilding of the Ruppe and Montoya, the Bernalillo In this city who
will welcome nis reenterprise are In the main responsi county delegation to the legislature, turn.
ble for the lact of success ana m are expected home tonight and will
failure of the bank to meet the an- - prob.-iblGRO-I'fcKbe given a reception at the
AMUQFEKQFE CASH
ticlDatlon of its founders. The fol- Elkb' opera house, at which there will
COMPANY.
lowing curcular has been issued by be speaking. Among the orators
OF
POCKET FULL
the directors and is
scheduled to ml dress the meeting will
"We uree all depositors and cus he Neill II. Field and E. V. Chaves
?I5 Marble Ave. l'hone, 206
tomers to present their books and ami District Attorney Clancy.
MOMm M. WARD. Mgr.
claims as soon as possible to be bal
ROCKS BUT COULD
anced and for settlement or transfer w in: of Colorado EX- GOVERNOR PASSES AWAY
and ask our friends to call upon us
at the hanking quarters of the United
Denver, Colo, March 22. Mrs
States Bank, and Trust company, at Eliza Routt, wife of former Governor
NOT PAY FINE
Santa. Fe, where a hearty welcome John L. Routt, died In this city to
will be extended to them by tin- - of day, aged 62.
She had been 111 sev
ficers.
eral months with dropsy.
Again thanking
ou for jmir
md Florentine Kod-- i
.Mike S.iik Ii'-PROMINENT MISSOl HI AN
are you looking f r a favorable
Incus, we are,
ii?uc, two natives, ure confined In the
IUES AT JI.IT Elt.SON CITY
Respectfully.
payment o.a
pending
opportunity to
H clay Ertlng, attorney genera city Jail today,
"TAOS VALLEY SAVINGS BANK.
Hunches and
and for man tine of 125 each. In
for Missouri. 11
by the night
were taken
years a banker, died at his home her
last night, charged with being
OWN YOUR HOME?
today, aged i
disnrdrrly
and with light
drunk and
having
men
udmitted
ing,
the
one
of
ARE SEEKING MONEY
ana ins pockets
I'Olt TINY TIM COTS, a knife in his haml
thus the unusually
$MO down and $i0 monthly
York, March 22. l.'nder th filled with rock
New
Mrs. Simon Sigal died at her home, auspices or tne ijickciis reuowsmp, heavy penalty. They probably
will
payment will buy you a
nev-er4n3 South Second street, at 7 o'clock Manhattan luuncii,
cominlnsloner
for
street
nerve
a musical an
the
last evening.
The woman had been literary entertainment will be given
days.
house with bath.
in this country only five months, liav
tonlijht at Carnegie Chamber Musi
lng come here from Russia. The hus hall to obtain funds for the endow
Chicken
Fucees.
To
band is a Jeweiir, with a shop on ineut of several "Tiny Tim Cots''
Mausard's Mills are selling good
REALTY CO.,
South Second street, and four
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the home fur crippled children. By wheat at
children MirvUe.
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Buildlaj
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T;iCRESS,
funeral was held at 3 o'clock Fellowship booes to make life more
TOMATOF.S.
WATER
was bearable for Hie Yin) Tims of th
liiis iiftr: noon, and Interment
RAI1SIIF,S. H HI BARM, ETC., AT
present day.
made at Fail view cemetery.
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the care lea
and the worries fewer.

:

YOU XELD A TELEPHONE

REV.JURSH

pr

telephone

The

)'onr health, prolongs you Ufa
and protects your home,
IX YOUR

TIOMX;

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

ALL THIS WEEK
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Into the fallacy that all groceries are
alike. There are as many different
kinds as there are days In the year.
SOME GROCERIES
have fine labels to recommend them
and nothing else. The kind we handle
will give satisfaction on the table and
In the eating. We don't take the labels for our standard. We want to
know the character of the content
of every Jackage.
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STORY

OF LONG

TALKS

IN

The newspapers fought like Lllkenny
cats, and all America was angry.
I'urlng tho three weeks of this
fight when the senate was In session
practically twenty-fou- r
hours a day.
minority established
the democratic
a system of eight-hou- r
shifts. One
third of the democrats were on duty
8
from
o'clock in the forenoon until
4 In the afternoon,
another third from
that time until midnight, and the
others rrnni midnight until 8 next
morning.
When one of the speakers would
tire, Senator Blackburn or Senator
(lorman would suggest the absence of
a quorum.
While the clerk called
the roll over nnd over again, the
sergeant-at-nrms
and his assistants Two Magnificent Structures.
would be scurrying nil over Washing
ton in the dead of night to bring
One For Senators and Other
the missing senators to tho chamber.
The republicans were forced to keep
For Representatives.
the quorum, because the democrats
were willing that the time should be
consumed by the ndless roll calling.
Washington, 1). C, March JJ.
The majority was thus forced to work
:is hard as the filibustering minority During the present recess of congress
nnd the whole senate was miserable a number of Important repairs and
changes are to be made about the
all the time.
capltol building that will be of In
At one time Senators Kustis, of terest to the thousands of visitors
annually come to the national
who
Louisiana, and Voorhees. of Indiana,
two democrats, were brought Into the city. The painting of the Interior of
chamber on stretchers from tnelr stauary hall Is to lie removed so
the Virginia sandstone of which
s
that the danger of a vote that
hall Is constructed will once more
niiKht be averted.
Senator Morgan the
be
visible.
This Is In Hue with the
spoke for hours and hours and
had promised that he was good for changes made last summer in the
two days more when his efforts were ltntunda. Visitors are assured, how
no longer necessary. At one stage of ever, that these alterations will have
no effect upon the fabulous whisper
the proceedings, when the bill wa Ing
corners of this hall which have
laid aside for a few days, Senator
Vest was speaking at 3 o'clock In the pleased tourists from all parts of the
morning. He had begun while the world.
The architect of the capltol expects
sun was shining. A senator came In
to the nlmost empty chamber and to have the house onlce building comwhispered that it was all right to pleted in time for the next session
quit, the democrats were safe. Mr. even If he should have to adopt ; the
of
Vest nodded and replied In a low expedient of putting n temporary
This is a hand
tone. "All right, but wait a few min over the structure.
utes so 1 can finish properly."
He some granite and marble pile of two
thereupon burst Into a brilliant ten stories across the capltol grounds but
minute peroration to the bare bench adjacent to the big building. A sub
es, and the deserted galleries rang way leading from the capltol to nils
with masterly peals of eloquence as building is to be constructed and
the girted MIsourlan "finished prop will be commenced this Bummer. On
the other side of the grounds the
erly."
senate Is also erecting an office build
ing
of the same general design, but
Lelund. Stanford, of California, was
Is not so far advanced ns the house
the republican senator who was the itbuilding.
On the main building the
last to desert his party, and his vote
outside of the great dome Is to be
ended the long fight. Senator Stewart given
coat
a
and in the
of Nevada, was with the democrats gallery floors of white paint
of both wings new and
from the first. Senator Stanford at handsome chandeliers
are to be hung.
that time was n. great chum of Senator Daniel, of Virginia, who still
National Fraternity Hull.
serves his state In the senate. Daniel
Fraternity men throughout the
felt that the liberties of the south country
will be Interested In knowwould be destroyed If that bill passed.
He worked with Stanfard day ing that plans have been formulated
and night. Sanford was a good party here for the erection at the national
man, and although he had no sym- capital of a national Kappa Sigma
pathy for the Force bill, he hesitated fraternity house. It is the purpose
to desert the administration.
At last of the fraternity to erect a model club
containing
he gave In and the next day the Force house, costing S 100,000,
and banquet halls, drill
bill was dead. Most of the senators initiation
were half dead. While there may room, billiard room and bowling
which will be regarded as the
sometime be an effort to control the
congressional electhm machinery In national headquarters of the frater
the state by the federal government, nity. The project which was suggest
It is to be doubted If the cloture rule ed by Dr. Stephen O. Itlcthle, one
of the founders of this fraternity, has
ever will be resurrected.
met with the enthusiastic Indorsement
both the active and alumni chapIn the Force bill fight every ad of
vantage was taken to cause delay. ters In this city. Reports have been
from chapters throughout
Three days were spent In debating the received
the most cor
question of approving the Journal of the country indicating plan
approval
npd offer- dial
of this
the previous day. To prevent any ng such assistance
as will make the
recurrence of this trick the republi- undertaking an
assured success. A
can majority adopted the plan of taking a recess from day to day Instead committee has been appointed to con
fer
with
members
of the fraternity
of adjourning.
Throughout the fight, throughout
the country with regard
however, the democrats stoutly main- to
the raising of funds.
tained that they desired to more fully
discuss the merits of the bill, and
MUldio May IiOsp Cruise-would not admit that they were
The lack of ships for the use of the
naval academy at Annapolis may
Tn the other two cases of famous prevent the second class at that inbills which have been downed by a stitution from going to sea this year.
combination of lungs and time limit, There are 650 midshipmen at the
the senators merrily admitted that It academy and the shortage of ships
was their purpose to talk until the available for this purpose Is such that
congress expired. Senator Carter, af- the department believes some of the
ter he had been speaking for a trlile boys will have to stap behind. This
of seven hours against the rivers and is a cruise to which the middies look
harbors bill and had six to go, replied forward with greatest pleasure and
to a criticism from Senator Pettus: the navy department will not disap"This bill will not pass unless my point them If It Is possible to find a
strength falls before 12 o'clock, and ship.
Under the present policy of the
I am In a pretty fair state of health."
department the present second class
years
Six
later to the day the same will be prematurely graduated within
Senator Carter Indulged In some criti a year and sent to sea for two year's
cism of Senator Car mack for filibus service afloat before final graduation
tering against the ship subsidy bill and receiving their commission as
and Senator Uettus, by recalling the ensigns. The ships for the summer
colloquy of 1901 mildly Intimated that cruise of the midshipmen have not
it was not politics for dwellers in yet been designated.
glass houses to heave stones.
Senators Likely to Ileturn.
The Carmack filibuster was with
t Is probable
that some of the
out any pretension whatever. He In United States senators
who retired to
tended to kill the bill and intimated private life on the 4th of this
his Intention when he tackled the Job. may be again seen in that month
distin
other senators helped him by reading guished body, as they have the years
long extracts from various dry-as- them In which to make the efdust documents, but when Carmack before
fort to return to public favor in their
was on the floor he kept the senate respective states or recover
from the
laughing. He accused the other side political accidents that put them
out
of attempting to prolong the debate, of the public service.
Others are enand warded off unpleasant comment- tirely too old to ever again enter any
by wit and Irony, all the while stickfight.
Mr. lilackburn,
of
ing to the main question of killing political
age,
Kentucky, is seventy years
the bill rather than of discussing It. but he has been cared for of
by the
who has announced
his
There is undoubtedly much force president,
making
a
com
mention
of
canal
him
In the argument advanced In favor
Kerry,
Arkansas,
missioner.
Mr.
of
of a cloture rule, that the majority Is sixty-silost to a
nas the right to rule and should not younger man and ahaving
younger element
be subject to the control of the mi- In his party, and
Is
counted out for
nority. On the other hand, senators good. Clark, ofhe Montana;
of
point to the house of representatives, New Jersey: Millard, of Dryden,
where, under the rules which have and Allee, of Delaware, areNebraska,
men of
steadily Increased the power of the business affairs who probably
will
speaker, not even a vestige of the never make a second attempt to come
right of debate remains except by to the senate.
grace of the speaker. A Georgia repthe other class should be named
resentative went into Speaker Can- Mr.in Carmack,
of Tennessee; Mr. Patnon's room in the capltol to see him terson,
of Colorado; Mr. Dubois, of
on Important business. The speaker Idaho, and
Mulkey, of Oregon.
Mr.
was asleep and the Georgian did not 1'olltically all are
young men and
dare awaken him, because "Uncle none
them is really old, while all
Joe might get mad and never let an have of
taste
politic
a
of
and public
other bill of mine see the light of life. Mr. Mulkey was sent
to the
day.
senate at thirty-threMr. Carmack
field
and his
To the laymen it seems that the likes thedid senatorial
not appreciate his worth
senate has too few rules, and the friends
ability
to leave
or
was
unit
he
about
house too many. If either house ever
The chances seem to favor his
chages this condition it will be the them.
occupying a seat In the senate.
house of representatives.
The sen again
Mr. Dubois' defeat was overwhelming
ate is "sot in its ways" and will go and
as
he charges It to the Mormon
on talking, talking, talking, without
influence a change of sentiment in his
let or hindrance.
section of the country may make It
possible for him to come back. Mr.
Dubois says he Intends to keep up
SANTA EE COUNTY
the light anyhow. As a prominent
lawyer and owner and editor of one
of the influential newspapers of the
DISTRICT COURT Kocky Mountain states. Mr. Patter
son
would seem to stand a good
chance of retrlvelng his political for
tunes particularly If
can swing his
N. M. March 22.
Santa
Several slate once more Intohethe democratic
more saloonkeepers
were arraigned co m 11.
yesterday for violations of the Sunday
closing law and allowing women of
queHtionable character to frequent the
our rooms.
Judge Mcrie holds that U. S. CIVIL SERVICE
saloonkeepers who have their saloons
open on Sunday are as much guilty of
helling liquor without a license as if
they had no license ut all. He maintains that the licenses are void as far
an Sundays are concerned, as interThe United States civil service com
preted by the Sunday closing law.
announces an examination to
in me case 01 the territory vs. LouU mission
held in this city on April 10, 107.
Xaitoluun and Jose lJiirneo. the de be
to secure eligible to fill vacancies as
fendants entered a plea of guilty and they may occur In the positions of
mere nneu as a nrm 1100 and costs.
or carrier In the postottlce In
They were charged with allowing wo- - clerk
N. M. Age limit, 18 to
nen in ineir place contrary to law. Albuquerque,
years.
Half of the fine Imposed wan susnend. 45 Applicants
should apply at once to
ed pending good behavior.
II. Ixng, the local secretary, at thd
A. de Lulle, proprietor of a saloon W.
poKtotllce, for further Information and
t Cerrlllos, pleaded guilty to having
application blank form No. 1371
his place of business open on Sunday. for
Applications will not be accepted un
He was also fined 111) and costs and less
by
district secretary
half of the fine was also suspended, at received Colo.,the before
March 80,
conditional on good behavior.
in the ca-s-e of the city of Santa Fo 1U7.
vs. Atllano Gold, taken
on appeal Chamberlain's
Colic,
Cholera aod
from the police court, the Judgment
Diarrhoea lleincdy.
of I'ullce Magistrate Jose Ma. Garcia
This remedy has been in use fit
was attirmed.
The defendant hud over thirty years and has proved It
been arrested on a vagrancy charge self to bs the most successful remand lined 15 and costs or stitelued to edy yet discovered for bowel com
tea duys In Jail.
plaints. It never falls. Sold by al
After the diMtkOHltlou f fhee - j
adjournment was taken until tills I
o
morning at 10 o'clock.
Subscribe for Tlie Evening CttUeo.

BUILDINGS FQRl'i
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CAPITAL

Rules of Senatorial Debate
Allow no Cloture lo End
Discussions.
THREE

GREAT

MEASURES

WERE TALKED TO DEATH
Hows. Whys ana Wherefores This
Was Done, and Possibility
Should Continue.
(Hy

.f.

lYr-fh-rl- r

lla-kin-

.)

At the close of the lust congress,
Senator Edward W. Carinack, of
Tennessee, talked the ship subRidy bill
to death, nnd the "fatality" brought
forth considerable Inquiry about the
freedom of speech In the senate which
make It possible to strangle legists
tlon In this manner. The senate rule
t unlimited speech has been in ef
fert since 1806. While many Important Mils have been done to death on
account of it, the three most impor
tant measures killed In this way were
the fiiiral election law. popularly
known as the "Force Mil," 1891; the
rivers Bnd harbors bill carrying about
160,000,000 appropriations for waterways in 1901; and the ship subsidy
Mil a few weeks ago.
These things are made possible because of the fact that the rules of
the senate provide no way to forco
an issue to a vote If there Is any
one who cares to discuss It farther.
Agreements to come to a vote in the
senate are made by unanimous consent. The late Senator Geor
Frls
bie Hoar, of Massachusetts, discuss
ing the united States senate, said in
a published article in 1890: "In this
assembly speech is absolutely unfettered. This is of immense Importance
not only to the perfection of legislation, but also to the dignity of the
senate, and In my opinion, to civil
liberty Itself." Within a month after
that statement appeared he was leading the fight for a rule to cut oft
debate.
When the senate was first organized
there was a rule concerning the call
of the previous question which might,
In time, have been construed to furnish a brake to stop debate, but since
1808 the rules have been as they are
now. Efforts to establish a "closure"
rule have been made from time to
time, but as the minority can discuss
Its adoption for two years If necessary, it Is hardly possible that any
change ever will be made. The last
apearance of a cloture rule was on
the day Theodore Roosevelt was inducted into the office of vice president and was presiding over the extra session of the senate. Senator
Piatt, of Connecticut arose and offered It. He frankly said he didn't
believe it would pass, and it didn't.
It hasn't showed since.
The Force bill fight was a memorable one. Senator Hoar, Its chief
advocate, described it as the last
great outbreak of anger which spread
throughout the American people.
Senator Hoar, Senator Lodge, then
a representative from Massachusetts,
nd Senulor Spooner, prepared the
bill. It provided for universal registration of congressional elections and,
tinder certain circumstances, for federal supervision thereof.
In 1889 the republicans came Into
undisputed control of the government
for the first time In sixteen years, as
since 1873 the democrats had had a
majority in either the house or senate and for four years had had the
president Harrison was In the white
house and he wanted the federal elections law passed. It was not taken
up by the senate at the long session,
but by special order was taken up
on the first day of the short session
in December, 1890, a month after the
election which had again swept the
republicans from power and placed
the democrats in control of the house
by an enormous majority. The new
congress, of course, did not come In
until after the fourth of March, and
the senate republican leaders were
determined to pass the election law.
The democrats were equally determined that it should not pass.
Several republicans from the far
west, especially some of those who
were firm believers in free silver,
took little heart in the party program.
The democrats made love to these
westerners In every possible way and
finally won over a sufficient number
to Insure the defeat of the bill. It
never came to a vote, but on January 28, after a fight of seven weeks,
during which time the senate was
frequently in continuous session for
days arid nights at a time, the elections bill was laid aside to take up
the appropriations. It never appeared again. Before his death, Senator
Hoar, who was bitterly uisappolnted
at the time, admitted that It was bet-

ter

so.

-

The fight brought the whole nation
Preparations were
being made for the world's fair at
Chicago to celebrate the four hundredth anniversary of the discovery
The legislatures of
of America.
Tennessee, Arkansas and Alabama declared they would withdraw their
appropriations for the fair It Illinois
senators voted for the bill. Missouri
The newspapers fought like Kilkf-nn-

to a white heat.

The Pabst Eight-Da- y
Malting Process has mads
these food substances
easily digestible, so they
are practically in the form
of liquid bread.

Pabst Blue Ribbon

Beer instead of making'
work for the stomach,
helps it to work better.
Try Pabst by 'phoning
for a case.
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Bllver Ave., Albuquerque.
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sick-bed-

"Say, osgar, voult id you be displeased ef I shoult Insuld you?"
"No, Adolf, I am habby ad any dime to be ashamt of you."
"Veil, vol iss der differential between a house sllbber und a kick in
iler slots?"
know; bud nelder do you."
''Von hass a felt sole, und der odder hass a sole felt, ha, ha, ha!"
"Now bermlsslon me to Insuld you.
Do you remembrance
Columbus?"
j'Oh. yess, bud nod so veil as Jollet."
"Ach, I mean der discofery of America."
"Excuse me. Veil vot abould him?"
"He wass such a grant chess blayer."
"How, blease?"
"Ven he vent, he coult nod take der queen, so he took her pawn."
"Ah, I see. L'nd vot wass his next mofe?"
"He became a chacker in a restaurant, ha, ha, ha!"
"For dot I haf a mint to smash ofer your ears your derby!"
"Fool, dot iss nod p. derby; dot is a futurity. A derby iss for
"Den no vonder you haf a solt In your head, ha, ha, hn!"
"Redder laugh ad your own feet. Dey are quarrelsome."
1 listen to your vorts bud do nod understand
their meanness. For
why are my feet quarrelsome?"
"Ha, ha, ha!
Becoss dey haf
spats:
"Mit your klnt apprehension ve
vill Interruption der performance tovolce dot abbeallng llddle chanson
ntootled 'Who Put Tobacco in Grand-pa'- s
Bag of Scrap?' "

nn.u

storms

i
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The KcalKtlc Perform a nee of Mile. Ixnxliui-ee- .
Lonzharee was the she
have driven Julia Marname of the prima donna of a grand lowe would
opera company which it was once seums. and Mrs. Carter to the mumy pleasure to manage.
PerhaDB I
"I will not do It!" she shrieked.
should not call her a prima donna. "It Is not art!"
frimn carries with it the meaning
"Art be hanged!" I
"I know
of "first." Marie was first in noth It Isn't art. It's ham said.
and eggs for
ing except the dining room.
the whole company."
I turned the music over
In the language of the operatic
to the
profession, we were up against it orchestra leader and told him to
when we reached Binkville. We had put his whole gang at work on It In
not yet trod the ties, but all of us the first act, when I gave him the
signal from the wings. I promised
nad in mind a current expression
not yet, but soon, and our prox my entire company would help out
In the chorus.
imity was appalling.
"Now," I thought to myself, "I
"Our people don t care much for
art," said the manager of the Bink have her. She'll have to sing."
I gave the signal that night just
ville opera house, where we were to
sing that week.
"They want to as I had planned. The orchestra did
laugh, and you've got to put in a its duty, and I was expecting Mile.
few hot touches that the fellers over Marie to warble out, "I walked right
in Europe overlooked
when they In and turned around nnd walked
wrote these pieces. Now tonight right out again."
you're down for 'Caveery Bustlcana,'
And she did.
Not that she warbled It. Oh, no.
and If your sobret'H sing I Walked
Might In nnd Turned Around In the She did it in pantomime.
She grabthird or fourth act, I'll bet we turn bed a battle ax from one of the
chorus, and when she finished but
'em away the rest of the week."
Here was hope. That one song no matter.
might keep us from the ties a few
As I trudged past the opera house
ore weeks, so I hurried to a music toward the railroad tracks the next
store and bought the song and gave day, I noticed a sign on the main enIt to Marie. She was as peevish as trance:
a candy-fe- d
"KINDLING WOOD FOR SALE
kid all the time, but she
had a spasm when I told her what CHEAP."
she was to do. If she could only
One of them.
have acted that way on the stage,
Mile. Marie

LINDSEY, THE JUDGE;
TIM, THE DOY
Judge Lindsey. the famous "chil
dren's Judge" of Denver, does not be
lieve that there are bad boys. "Boys
do bad things," he has been heard to
say, "but they aren't really bad them
selves.
There Is a lot of good in thrt
worst of them, and we can usually
find it if we try." Perhaps of all tho
public men interested in the welfare
bad boy, he has been
of the
the most successful in finding the
good he speaks of so optimistically.
There are cases, however, that are
One of
baffling even to his patience.
Doy
these was that ot a
who was brought Into the Juvenile
court on a charge of truancy. Tim
was a bright-lookin- g
little chap, and
the Judge expected that his kindly
admonition would bear Immediate results, but he was disappointed; for at
the end of the fortnight, when llm
was ordered to bring his teacher's report, In accordance with the system
organized by Judge Lindsey, he presented a sad record of almost contin
ual absences from school.
"You must do better than this,"
said the Judge.
"Yes, sir," was the answer; but at
the next report day there was no im
provement.
"Tim will stay out 01
school to work," wrote the teacher.
"Tim," said Judge Lindsey, looking
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Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
Paint Now
before the vines are green and climb-lnIn your way, before the flowers
will shame
the appearance of your
building-- . "Twill be a better Job and
will do no harm to your plant. As
to the paint Itself, you can get nojis
better lota worse than If your buying of paints, oils, varnishes, putty
etc., is done at
gr

"I am trying to map out a career
for my son, but I'm puzzled over one
thing."
'

"I don't know whether to train hlin
for a term in the United States senate,
after which he can retire and become
a corporation lawyer, or to make a
corporation lawyer of him and then
let him go to the senate."

AN ACID BLOOD P0I50N
acid blood poison,

Rheumatism is an
and the causes that troduee it are
eften silently accumulating iu the system (or years. Poor digestion,
sioiuacu troubles, veaic Kiuneys, lorpm liver, ana a general inactive condition of the system leaves the refuse and waste matter, which should be
Curried off, to sour and form uric acid, which is absorbed into the blood.
When the blood is in this
condition, it deposits the poisont
and irritating particles with which it is loaded in the muscles, nerves,
and bones. Then Rheumatism gets possession of the system, and
Joints made
miserable by its pains, aches and discomforts.
The changing
of the weather, exposure to cold and dampness, etc., always increase the
trouble, and so severe does the pain become that quick relief must be
had. A good liniment or plaster is often helpful, but it should be remembered that relief from such treatment is only temporary, because thi
trouble is m the blood and cannot be re.
moved by external applications. S. S. S.
cures Rheumatism by ridding the blood o!
the cause. It goes down into the
lion and by invigorating and purifying the
blood of the acid poisou and sending a
PURELY VEGETABLE stream of fresh, rich blow! to all parts, relieves the pain, reduces the inflammation,
and permanently enres' this painful disease. S. S. S. is the only safe treatment for Rbcumatum, because it does not contain a particle of mineral in
any form to damage the system. Book on Rheumatism and any medical
advice desired sent free. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
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Wholesale Grocers

Anil Ragtime, No Doubt.
Into this beautiful valley,
A pioneer came one day;
And with his sharp, keen ax
The giant oaks did slay.
A rough log cabin soon was built
Close by a sparkling spring,
And often In the night time,
He could hear the Indians sing.
Cuyahoga Falls Reporter.

"What's that?

NORTH SECOND ST.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

across the table, where he always sits
with cozy Informality among the boys
brought Into court for varying degrees of delinquency, "don't you know
that If your mother was living she'd
want you to go to school?
Your
aunt Is good to you nnd gives you a
home, and you don't have to work.
Now's the time when you ought to be
studying.
You can work when you
are a man."
"My father's a man, and he don't
work!" blurted out Tim.
"He went
off and left mother an' me. I guess
that's what killed her." The boy
gulped down a sob, and the judge
said, gently:
"Your mother wished
you to be a good man, and you must
begin by obeying the law and going to
school."
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WM. M. BERGEH, Sec'y
jOKN BECKER, Pies
he railroad managers offered to submit the entile controversy to arbitraThe men are not in favor of
tion.
arbitration, and have made no secret of their position In that direction,
but whether they can call a strike
that would paralyze traffic in the face
of an offer to arbitrate, is something
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Cltaracteristicts of Our Spring: Shoes
1st Style
They have nil tin- - mih and lntel wrinkles of up.
fdiocmnklng nnd arc Just enough aliove the
run of choc to point out their wearers ns being
well dressed.
t ml j Iiik for year
Hy carefully
the different lasts,
liecn able to wloct those which show off the
foot to Hip tov-- t niltautnge, nnd mi carry enough size

ue have

fliac

anil

to

fit inoHt

any foot

rowrly.

3rd Quality
The real let that uuiir reveal.
The thing i
hlcli dcficml our fciioeess.
Our shoeji contain the
good kind. The Mire thing.
o--

cr
An)
will easily ncv on liiKiicctioii thai
lire offering n generous exchange of value for tin
price

Men's SljIKli Shoe and Oxford
Women's Sl.lKli Shoe aiMl Oxfords

i

BRIG HAM

C. N.
113-12-

S.

0

S2.50 to $1.00
S2.00 to $5.00

Headquarters for Coffee

2nd.

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu. .Coffees

Packages, 25c and J5c per lb.
IT, tins. 45c.

I

Uns, 86o.

b.

.tins, $1.00.

J-- lb

Capitol Coffee
b.

bucket,

premium.

with

$1.00.

,

Golden Gate coffee
tins. 40c.
Uns, 80c.

Something

unique nothing like It In the city.
Bulk coffee. 20o to 40o.

GEO. W. TJICKOX

can.

T. T. SIAYXARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

a

Try

MEXICO'S

LEADING

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

SECOND

Wagner
Hardware
Fogrth and Railroad Avenue

ST.

a

7

nt

I.N.

Hi

in.

on time.
on time.

.CIty--other-

business.
John Orr, with the Kugle Cattle Co.
at Engle, N. M., Is registered at the
Alvarado.
II. K. Myers, who owns the only
nvery staoie in Helen, is spending th
nay in the city.
.Mrs. Simon Neustadt Is In the city
irom i.os l.unas, the guest of Albu
(iier(ue friends and relatives.
L. C. liecker, cashier of the First
Nationul bank of Helen was In the
city yesterday attending court
Edward Martin, of the Sharp Con
snuctlon company, now at Helen,
in Albuquerque on business.
Mrs. S. 41. Hall arrived last nig
from Wlnslow, Ariz., for a visit to n
daughter, Mrs. Arthur Cavanaugh.
Simon Blbo. of Blbo. N. M.. Is I
the city trading with local wholesalers
Mr. Ulbo has a large general store a
hi no.
F. G. Fischer, of the John liecker
company of Helen, was among th
cui-o- u
luwn visitors in tne city yes
icraay.
The VV. C. T. U. will meet tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, with Mrs.
benutt, Z18 South Broadway. Every
one is welcome.
Miss Hattie Johnson, of Chicago,
in the city the guest of friends. Miss
jonnson spent several months In th
city last winter.
Thomas C. Heed, of south Walter
street, and 11. I,. Birney. of D23 east
road avenue, will leave this even
lug for a month's trip through Call
lornia.
Attorney Felix Baca went to Santa
re mis morning to meet his brother
t.r. Baca, who Is In Santa Fe from
Ittu Arriba county. Attorney Baca ex
pects to return to the city tonight.
air. unu airs. it. 11. Hawkins an
fnjoyuiMT a visit irom
a party o
Clarksville, Mo., friends. In the party
are jir. anu Airs. David winkle and
auks Nell I'nrker.
Mrs. I M. Hevd er. of 512 South
Arno street. Is reported convalescing
an after a severe Illness of eighteen
weeks, this win be good news to Mrs,
iseytller s many friends.
jBHcssor urunsieiu s building on
li st street has been
repaired and
prepared for a store of dry goods,
which will be opened up In It about
April l by a Mr. Corey.
Bev. J. Calvin Stowell, of Buffalo
in. r., win occupy the pulpit al the
first Baptist church next Sunday,
morning and evening. Bev. Stowell Is
just stopping in the city temporarily.
near ins nvo concerts given by the
Hans Hanson band Monday at noon In
Mtouii 0 Liuifiv Biui u, turn ai
7:30 in front of the Elks' opera house.
uescrveu seat sale at Matson s Satur

Co.

Rarebit

to be proprrl y prepared should be made
in a Mauni:i;. bowman Ctiafing LUh.
AhTHV.ea!v, , ut worry ma; about firca.
S uply a l.nau-'.iand in a few uiluulea

the

banning. Bowman

& Co.

Chafing Dish
liaa ptsduced a Ualntvmoraet to rra-al- e
your guest, re ure to are that your
chafing ilish u auppllrrt with the
iwiaatted aatmleaa ' ' I o ry '
eled f jo,1 i:ui-fou- nd
only in Mia-niutowmau & Co. Chafiug IHahca,
Fort SALE BV

wagnei
Hardware Co.
Successors to Albuquerque Hardware
Co.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

i

r.

mm

""''"slllMSBsasBaaaajaaB,
THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD

DUmondi, Watches, Jewelry. Ci? Uls. Clocks. SMverware
yoir trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE
We iD?it

a

girl was there she had been hidden
and the police think this was the case,
it has reached the ears of the off!
cers that the girl Is in town and that
sne boasted yesterday that she was In
the house when her foster parent
came to the place and was scared
away iy the young men.
The officers are letting things take
their course, feeling confident that
within a few days the girl with her
accomplices will be apprehended.
we carry the following brands of
shoe polishes: Shinnla. French Gloss.
Snrosis. Gilt Edge. Champion, Elite,
Nobby Brown, Blanco. Any of these
will not only Improve the looks of
your shoes but will also increase the
wear of the leather. C. May's shoe
store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
Kansas eggs, 2 doz for
45c
Fresh stock of choice ham per lb. 14c
2 lbs. of ginger snaps
15c
z cans or pears
25
2 pkgs of Lion colTee
2fiC
2 cans of clams
25c
bottle of chow chow, 1 bottle of
pickles and 1 bottle of chili
sauce
2ac
2 pkgs grape nuts
2c
l'ostum cereal, per pkg
20c
Large pkg of oat flakes
25c
I'op corn, per pkg
orc
10c
Bked beans, per can

united States Attorney W. II. II,
Llewellyn passed through the city
hum morning en route east from a
short visit to his home at Las Cruces.
me major was bound for Santa Fe
tins morning.
ine vvoman s uome Missionary so
ciety of the Lead Avenue Methodist
church is giving a tea this afternoon
at the Harwood Home, on Fourteenth
street. The girls of the school had
prepared a program for the occasion
A home cooking sale is another fea
ture of the affair.
The boy hurt at the Indian school a
week ago by being hit on the head
Dy a base ball bat has recovered con
sciousness, but Is In a very precarious
condition.
However, the chances are
in favor of his recovery, as an opera
tion performed nas removed the pres
sure on the brain caused by the con
cusslon.
Bishop A. Grant, of the African
Methodist Episcopal church, was ten
dered a banquet and reception by the
ladies of the church at their edifice
yesterday afternoon. A large crowd
was In attendance.
T. O. Mason de
livered the welcoming address.
The
learned bishop responded with much
eloquence to the pleasure of all ores
ent. The committee on entertainment
were Mrs. w. N. Jasper, Mrs. K. T.
lunswortn and II. Byas. In the even
mg the bishop delivered a grand lecture In the presence of a crowded
nouse.
He left this morning on the
east oound train.
A

COLLECTOR.
ITKST CLASS. KXPEItlKXC'EI)

WI.I,i;t'itlU

AIII.IO TO 1 I

WANTS

"Paragon Trousers are the Best Mad,."

-

STEWARD-LAM-

I
I

The most

"complete

Announces a Display of
Children's Mats for Saturday.
March 23rd. 210 South
Second.
10

lliis Is to Inform the public that
neither the Whitney company nor the
J. L. Bell Plumbing company or any
other plumbing company or any Individual or firm connected with any
piumDing company, are directly or Indirectly connected with the Standard
fliimhlng and Heating company.
STANDARD PLUMBING & HEAT
ING COMPANY.
JOSEPH W. HESSELDEN.

POOOflOM

1

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

your appearance.
We Sell

Hart' Schaffner

16.60
Ib.BO
$8.50
$9.00

& Marx

$6.00

WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per load.

Copyright 1907 by

.. .$3.25

Hsrt Schsffher & Mux

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both

clothes, and that
means qu ality
and style.

td.50

Phone.

M O

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

10 lbs. Nice

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen, Box 203, Albuquerque.
$1.00.

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Ceppar Ave., Tel. 74

KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING
HARNESS

MACHINES

AQtMTB rOH
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

John Deere Plows and Implements

Mormick

Mowers and Repairs

Winona Wagons

SEES

0
O
Wholesale Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

ORDER OF TIIE DISTRICT
COURT.
Wednesday. March 27th. at 1:20
p.
o'clock
m.. In the Barnett building, I will sell at public auction the
complete furnishings of an
pool and billiard room, consisting of
one combination billiard and pool
table and three straight pool tables.
Inlaid cues, racks, balls, twenty-fou- r
Original cost was
metal chairs, etc.
about $1,500. It will positively go to
highest
the
bidder for cash.
SCOTT KNIGHT, Receiver.
FRESH STIt AWItRRRIES AT TIIE
M ON ARCH TOMORROW.
o
WANTED 2:i EXTRA BALESPEO
PI.E FOR OUR SKIDDOO SALE
SVITRDAV. MARCH 23. EXPERI.
EM-EPREFERRED. APPLY TO- MORROW. LION STORE.
CALIFORNIA ASPARAGUS AND
HEAD LETTUCE AT THE MON
ARCH GROCERY CO.
o
KAFFIR CORN FOR CHICKEN
FEED.
COSTS NO MORE THAN
WHEAT AND IS EAR RETIER.
E. W. FEE,
601 8. FIRST ST.
'PHONE 10.
o
NOTICE NOTHING BIT
TIIE
BEST OF CORN FED BEEF SOLD
AT J. F. PALMER'S. 501 N. 1ST ST.
11Y

Harvesting Machinery
.Not Made by the Trust

te

Have you any musical in
ttrument that needs repairs?

Tuning. repairing
specialty.
200

.

and polishing a

GOLD

AVE.

U.BIQIEROIE, NEW WMEXICO

R.R.

TICKETS

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

AND

Attoelatlon Of fie
Traataetlont
Cumrtatito

OSENFIEID'S,

I

I8W.R.R.

Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
Al THE
0L0MB0 HALL DANCING SCHOOL
Admission

JOc

Li dies Free

Lightest Running, Strongest. Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

o
o

FULLY WARRANTED

0
ft

For
Write
mtrt
iit.

it a,Ot,tie.4ea,

mouth rirmt
North rirmtmtroot

F3 r

ices

Albuquerque, Nen Mexico
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Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arltona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the con
viction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patromxed and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companiea haa been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance is year by year receiving
more and more its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of business written.
Why cannot this same record be made hereT It can If
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it U to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.

w

formerly of the
STROBER FACTORY, Chicago, 111.

Ask to See Them.

mixed
stove .and .furnace

Clean Gas Coke

AUCTION

H. K. Spencer

f

anxious about

PUBLIC

THE

expert repairman,

line of boys' and children's Caps
ever displayed in this city have just arrived and are
Non sale. They include Nobby Tarns, Yacht and
Golf styles 50c to $1.50
p

"lies

In business or society, if you come
to us for clothes,
you needn't be

per

block,

Nnt

B

largest music dealers in the south
west who have engaged the services of

IIIMtUi

Anthracite
Anthracite
Anthracite,

Shine

SADDLERY

Learnard & Lfndemann

Boys Caps

You'll

STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED

Hring it or ship it to

MS

PARK SUNDAY

Vereecken
"Golden Bod"
Mable McKlnley
"Bohemian Girl" selections . ...Halfe
Trombone Solo
F. K. Ellis
"Hunting Scene" (Descriptive) ...
Bucalossl
Medley Waltrns
(a) "Little Bridget O'Brien'
(b) "Smile on Me"
(c) "Is There Anv Boom in
Heaven For a Little Girl Like Me?"
(d) "Some One Thinks of Some
One."
(e) "Ain't You Coming Back to old
New Hampshire Mollie?"
London Intermezzo
F. Day
(a) "The Moon Has His Eyes on
You
Von Tllzer
American Lumlier Co. Band.
F. K. ELLIS.
Musical Director.
o
Miss Phllhrick'aj Kindergarten
is now located In the Woman's club
building, 614 West Gold avenue. New
pupils will be received nt any time
during the remainder of this month.

o

SITUATION,

HNISll REST OF RKF
KKENCES AS TO ABILITY AMI
CHARACTER. AODBI.SS COLLEC- im, i;.Kt; citizen OFFICE.

It 2i. HOT.

THE MAZE.
Win. KIEKE, Proprietor.

1

day.

A

Police Are Positive Maria
Martinez Is In Hiding In
s
Implicated.

time.
1

1R

AT

PROGRAM:
Souvenir de Suisse"

March

HER

CONCERT

TRACTION

AFRAID

GOJ

Saturday.

BAND

1

1 1

JEWFLERS

1

TO

M

I

COAL

4th Price
Me

4

WAS

runny.

Hiiiim Hanson, a mire killer for the
blues.
Maria Martinez Is
missing, but
F. II. tlrcgg. of M.igdalena. N. M., it Is thought she willstill
be returned to
Is In the city today.
her home within a few days. The police are crtnSdent she is In the city,
Al. G. Freeman, of East I.iih Vegas,
and when the net Is finally drawn In
is In the city today.
probably that Maria will
Harold II. lirooks, of Santa Fv. Is a Itnot Isbequite
In It alone.
huslnesn visitor to the city.
That
girl
was in town Wednesthe
Mr. and Mrs. li. J. Diuinciilmutn, of day night Is
almost certain. Her fosHcrtmllllo, spent Thursday In town.
ter father says he saw a girl enter a
Kenjumln Gonch, of Helen, has lieen house that he had been watching and
a business visitor In the city for two he Is Rtire It was his charge. Just afdays.
ter the girl entered, however, two
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Wltzel, of Gal- young men came out nnd asked him
lup came In yesterday for a brief stay what he was doing about the place
iNighl having fallen, and the parent
In this city.
being alone, he was afraid of the two
Messrs. Edward Lucy and
James men, so
he left the place.
Hecker. both of Helen, are In this city
esterdny, Mr. Gabnldon with Of- Genuine American
on a business mission.
ticer
again visited the house,
Salazar
A. 11. MoGaffey, of the loi
ton
This time they were Invited to enter
company, Is In Thoreau on and make
a clear search, hut If the Ccrrllloa Lump

lo-ilu- tc

2ndFit

forecast.
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Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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